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Now
Estee Lauder improves on milk, 
nature's most perfect food.

Introducing

Nutritious
Bio-Protein Moisture Complex

Think of it as health food 
for the good looks of your skin.
Estee Lauder Research has extracted 
the beneficial proteins, ceramides, and 
lipids of milk, and enhanced them with 
vitamins, minerals, and enzymes. The result: 
a delicious-feeling liquidcreme that delivers 
vital skin benefits. Nutritious nurtures skin 
to become a peak performer—so it looks 
newly luminous, feels smooth, firm and fresh. 
Nutritious. Now and for the future.

ESTEE LAUDER
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Beyond skiticare as you know il...
Skill Illuminating Complex

Our revolutionary retinyl complex 
transforms the look of skin. 

Latest researcli sliows dramatic results:
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Built to Last
The first time I went to High Point I was amazed. Anyone who reads desig 

magazines is vaguely aware that there is a furniture trade show a couple of times 

aycar in a small town in North Carolina called 1 ligh Point, and that this is where 
American manufacturers introduce pieces to the dealers who eventually bring 

them to us. But nothing could have prepared me for the volume of furniture 

being produced—or for the variety: stuff to suit every budget and taste. I went, 

of course, with an eye to finding things for the House & Garden reader, and on 

that score I was also astonished. That trip was the inspiration for this month’s

long enou^ to see my grandchildren bouncing on it sometime. 
1 simply want to know what I’nigettingfor my money A cherry 
dining table from Baker, or a Russian Empire reproduction 
desk from Widdicomb, for example, can be heirlooms for 
tomorrow. (And lest we slip into snootincss about reproduc
tions, interpretations, and reissues, let’s remember that some 
of the antiques we buy today were themselves reproductions 
a hundred or more years agp, from designs even older.)

We think our coverage of the furniture industry will help 
readers find out about things that are useful and beautiful. 
There’s a lot to celebrate in the American furniture industry, 
strangely, more than meets most eyes. Its products are not as 
well known as they should be. We hope to help change that. 
The more we know about the choices we have, the truer we 
can be to our homing instincts.

n

0
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IUcoverage of the furniture that will be available this spring. 

I'here’s great merchandise out there. So why is it so hard to find?
The furniture industry' is currently in a state of flux, with con

stant news of mergers, spin-offs, and rccvaluations of business 
practices. But the consumer is also changing—radically People 
in their thirties and forties who are furnishing their homes don’t 
shop the way their parents did. For one thing, there are many 
fewer department stores with their vast floors of furnishings 
and well-trained salespeople. For plenty of shoppers, stores such 
as Crate & Barrel, Pottery Barn, and Domain have become a 
major source for furniture. Gratification is almost immediate, 
delivery is speedy, display is warm but straightforward, pricing 
is reliable. There aren't many manufacturers, like Ethan Allen, 
who control the display, distribution, and pricing of the very 
goods they are making, so that customers can develop a feel for 
the company behind what’s being offered.

But in High Point—whether you’re in the showroom of 
Baker, 1 Icnredon, Drexel I Icritage, John Widdicomb, Hickory 
Chair, Century, or Bernhardt—you can get a vivid impression of 
the company, of the style, quality, and value of its merchandise. 
It’s too bad that the consumer can't get to know a line of furni
ture in this way, because we all understand labels and brands. And 
we ^ow to trust companies the better we know them.

Retailers have become so focused on price that consumers 
are confused about quality. 'Hiere seem.s always to be an F>ery 
Day Low Price of 50 percent off. But is this good? Have we 
lost sight of what makes for quality and value? Unless they 
should find themselves talking to the furniture makers —the 
people who know their product inside out—as I have, shop
pers can’t usually get the information they need about quality. 
Most of us are well aware that some furniture can be made 
and delivered speedily, that some construction and some 
materials are cheaper than others. We know that there is a 
vast dift’erence between fine pieces made by our leading man
ufacturers, involving hours of hand-finishing, and furniture 
produced in volume by machine. What wc don’t have is 
enough direct experience with all the choices available to us.

I can decide for myself if I’m going to spend Si,ooo or 
SiOjOOO on a sofa. Quite apart from my bank account, the deci
sion has to do with how that sofa is going to be used—whether 
small people will be jumping on it, or whether I want it to last

I

I
One last thing: We are used to the endless inventiveness of 

telephone technology, but it is fascinating to stop for a 
moment and consider how quickly it has changed our world 
(“Domestic Bliss," page 27). It was only forty-six years ago 
that the phone company introduced area codes so we could 
dial long distance calls. I was on a business trip recently when 
my father rang me up to chat. He was thrilled when he real
ized that he had reached me in a car. “Isn’t technology mar
velous?” he said. “Isn’t it a miracle?" I was struck by how we 
take it all for granted; my father’s generation has a properly 
appreciative perspective. We live in astonishing times.

A little while later, I call my children at home. My seven- 
year-old demands a back scratch. Immediately, He is quite sure 
I can deliver this over the phone. He gets very quiet, waiting. 
Astonished by his faith in technology, and stricken as well with 
guilt that I am not home for the nightly ritual, I say nothing. 
After a few moments he complains that he can’t feel anything, 
can I try again. We try again. We listen to each other breathe for 
a while. “1 still can’t feel your nails, Mom.” “Well,” I ask, “what 
do you feel?” “Just your breath coming through on my cheek.” 

llie real miracle of technology.
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nDominique Browning, editor
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WHAT'S MY LINE?

How many phones does a household need?

r
It depends, of course, on the needs of the household.

According to the Federal Communications

Commission, almost 15 percent of American

households now have at least two phone

lines, a dramatic increase over 1988, when



Domestic Bliss spending $500,000 on a renovation and 
the walls are open, it’s a good time to 
spend $4,000 on a phone system,” says 
Friedland, who often suggests a Pana
sonic console that can handle up to six 
lines and sixteen extensions. “The 
biggest advantage is that you can add 
lines Miithout rewiring.”

With five children'and a rock star 
husband, Ann Dexter-Jones needs many 
phone lines. “We have one emergency 
family line used only for incoming calls, 
one line for the nanny, one for Mick’s 
studio, and two for everyone’s use,” says 
Dexter-Jones, whose husband, Mick 
Jones, is the lead guitarist with For
eigner. At times she has installed sepa
rate lines for her various children, with 
disastrous results. “My oldest son, Mark, 
got his own line when he was sixteen,

but when I heard him talking at 4:00 
A.M., I took it out.” Later, Mark and his 
twin sisters, Charlotte and Samantha, 
persuaded Dexter-Jones that they had 
to have their own number. “They said, 
‘Mummy, we’ll even pay,’" she recalls. 
But after the first bill, they realized they 
couldn’t aftbrd to keep it.

The twins later discovered a jack 
under one of their beds, put in a phone 
on the sly, and talked secretly for 
months—until Mum caught on and 
removed it. When the girls were study
ing for their college entrance exams, 
Dexter-Jones believed she’d tamed 
them. “But soon I discovered Charlotte 
locked in the closet on the fax phone.” 
Caveat emptor: Policing a multiline 
household may be just as burdensome 
as financing one.

WHAT'S MY LINE?
fewer than 3 percent did. 
For many modern fami
lies, the two-line phone, 
like the two-car garage, 
is becoming obsolete.

“Most people have 
three lines, even young 
couples,” says David H. 

Mitchell, an interior des^er in Wash
ington, D.C. “There are separate lines 
for their businesses, and then there 
seems to be a general house line.”

These days, some decorators turn to 
telephone consultants like Robert Fried- 
land, who runs Soundsi^t Technologies 
in Manhattan. “When someone is

WV^A/V^/^AAAAAAAAAAAA TOTALLY WIRED
1878 First phone book compiled, in New Haven, CT.
18®* The multiline phone (with two lines) is marketed for commercial use. 
1920s Rotary dialing begins, making local operators unnecessary for some calls. 

The Dial telephone is manufactured, 25 years after its invention.•419*1

VWVWWsAAAAAA/^^/^wA^AAAAAAA/^AAAAAAJ

The Key Set, the first phone with a built-in hold button, arrives.41936

VW\AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/1

1951 Debut of area codes; direct long-distance dialing becomes available. 
1953 AT&T leases answering machines for commercial use.

The Princess telephone appears, with an illuminated dial.41959

1963 Touch-Tone telephones are launched; call-waiting is introduced in 
Carnegie and Greensburg, PA.

1968 AT&Tcoins the phrase “Reach out and touch someone.”

41968 The Trimline telephone launches the 12-button keypad.

1984 AT&T offers voice mail for offices; GTE inaugurates 
Airfone service on commercial airliners.

1989 U.S WEST offers residential voice mail in Boise, ID.
Candice Bergen becomes spokeswoman for Sprint.

1994 52 percent of American households have at least one 
cordless phone; 68 percent have an answering machine.

41994 The BeoCom 1600: Bang & Olufsen introduces its high-style phone.

1995 17.3 million fax machines are in use in U.S., up from 735,000 in 1987.

F»r product Information, Sources, back of book
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Domestic Bliss
TABLE TALK

Home for a Phone
LIKE ONE'S IMAGE of the ideal tree, 
one’s conception of the perfect telephone 
table depends on sociocultural factors. 
For people who knew the Duchess of 
Windsor, a telephone table is a twenty- 
inch-high, two-tiered, rolling cart that 
can be tucked between a sofa and a 
coffee table or wheeled under a night- 
stand. (The Duchess herself had both 
modern and antique tables.) “They’re 
tremendously chic,” says decorator 
Mark Hampton, who orders new ones 
from Goralnick*Buchanan, which cov
ers them in everything from fake fur to 
cobra skin. 'I'hese haute nionde tables 
have little to do with the taller, bour
geois ones that stand in hallways and 
often have pencil drawers. An excep
tionally clever tall version is made by 
artist Gary Komarin: it’s topped with a 
blackboard surface for messages and 
has a drawer that’s perfect for storing 
telephone books and chalk.

HOLD ON Telephone tables, clockwise from top: In maple, by Ethan Allen; ash and faux 
alll9ator, by J. Jones at Goralnick*Buchanan; ebonized wood with QoatsKIn Inlays, by 
Lorin Marsh; and maple and cherry, by Gary Komarin for the Drawing Room Collection.

UNEXPECTED BLISS
Push-Button Power

BLOWN AWAY THE JONESES ARE BEGINNING tO llve

like the Jetsons.
"You can do anything with your phone," 

says Charles McGrath, executive director of 
the Home Automation Association, a trade

that can be programmed to turn off your sprin
klers when it rains and turn on the patio lights 
at dusk. "Your front door intercom can be 
linked to the phone, and you'll be called at your 
office or car when someone rings the door
bell." McGrath says. "You can talk to your child 
and let him in after school.” There are also 
devices that will lower your stereo's volume 
whenever the phone rings,

While some of these contrivances are quite 
practical, others are purely hedonistic. One of 
the major selling points of home-automation 
systems seems to be the ability to phone 
ahead and have your hot tub on and ready to 
use the moment you walk in the door.

Dynamite Design
PHOTOGRAPHER Jan vScaller first saw 
die-cast aluminum “explosion-proof” 
phones while shooting at a gas plant, group in Washington, D.C. Heating and air- 
Now he restores such phones, above, conditioning systems, for example, can be 
and sells them for Si.ooo (to order, call remote-controlled by phone-especially useful 
212-633-8370).Originallyusedingaseous for owners of second homes. "You can call 
factories and mines, where the spark 
from an ordinary phone could trigger a 
disaster, the “e-p” instrument is sealed 
and can’t emit sparks. “It’s not that they 
survive explosions," says Staller. “'Fhey 
prevent them.”

4

from the car and have your ski house or 
beach house at the right temperature when 
you arrive." says McGrath.

The association represents dozens of com
panies that manufacture and install devices, 
such as TeleLink, TeleMaster, and Telecommand,
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Domestic Bliss

“It’ll certainly gratis me that I’m help
ing to keep my mother’s tradition.” 
Gordon has learned that sentimentality 
sells, “You could call it manipulation,” 
he says, “but it is of the heart.”

Reliabilit)' and familiarity are also 
Restoration Hardware trademarks. Most 
items are stocked year-round, so you can 
buy fireplace tools in July and gardening 
gloves in January. While each store has 
a room called the library which is stock
piled with b<K)ks on architecture, design, 
woodworking, and gardening, there are 
also books in the sections devoted to the 
bedroom, the bathroom, the garden, and 
housecleaning. “Books add a sense of 
substance,” says Gordon. “And for lack 
of a better term, they have become a

decorative item. People do use them in 
that fa.shion.”

Gordon’s matter-of-fact attitude has 
allowed the stores to grow organically. 
“We started in furniture a few' years 
ago because we needed something to 
use for display, and then people wanted 
to buy those pieces,” he says. “It was 
that uncraftv of us.”

Trusting his intuition, Gordon often 
buys products, like those little, hand-held 
mirrors (S.^.'So) that dentists use to exam
ine molars, just because he likes them. 
“I always wanted one,” he says. “I don’t 
know why anyone else would want one. 
but they</e.” But then Gordon doesn’t 
believe that shopkeeping is a science. As 
he says, “It’s stupid, it’s weird, it’s retail.”

IT'S HIP! IT'S HOT! 
IT'S HARDWARE!

Shower Berets ($12) reads, “So practical, 
yet utterly absurd . . . the combination 
screams ‘Yup, 1 love it!’ ”

The folksy tone is not an affectation, 
(iordon has l>een able to preser\'c his gee- 
whiz perspective by maintaining his 
home base in Eureka, California, four 
hours north of San Francisco, where he 
lives with his wife, who is a school prin
cipal, and their three ilaughters. “I think 
it’s an advantage for a retailer to live 
behind the iron curtain of the retail 
world,” he says. “You don’t see as many 
trends and you’re not influenced by them, 
either negatively or positively.”

Surely, a world-weary merchant could 
not even feign Gordon’s enthusiasm for 
selling A Little Book of Campfire Songs, a 
S7.95 tome that is emblematic of the 
store’s philosophv “We’ve had good suc
cess with things that let people invent 
traditions or help them go back to doing 
things they used to do, or wish they used 
to do.” he says, turning his attention to 
a pair of cut-glass saltcellars with tiny 
silver spoons (S12). Customers know he 
sells them because his mother (and 
mother-in-law) used cellars. “Buy these 
for your home,” he writes in the catalogue.

PERSONAL BEST Stephen Gordon, left. 
Restoration Hardware's CEO, personally 
approves every piece of merchandise 
that enters the store-from lamps to 
soap dishes. Items such as Dr. Benson's 
Plant Sprayer, top center, and the Tim 
Allen RRR Signature Hammer, above 
right, reflect Cordon's quirky sensibility. 
“We’re not big on the hokeyness of 
celebrity endorsements," says Gordon 
of the hammer that is named for the 
Home improvement TV star. "But It's 
a superb finish hammer, so we carry it."
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Schrager & Starck have 
done it again.

PHILIPPE STARCK, the designer, and Ian 
Schrager, the hotelier, have taken another 
lackluster hotel, Los Angeles's Mondrian, and 
transformed it into the quintessence of cool. 
Building on the success of their three previous 
collaborative hotel renovalions-New York's Roy 
aiton (1988) and Paramount (1990). and Miami 
Beach's Delano (1995)-the duo has created a 
sybaritic resort on the congested Sunset Strip. 
Some S&S trademarks-ail-white bedrooms, 
great lamps, a scene restaurant-will seem 
familiar to loyalists such as Calvin Klein, David 
Geffen, and Bianca dagger. But even the most 
jaded travelers will be awed by the Mondrian's 
garden and its 19 Brobdingnaqian terra-cotta 
pots, which are destined to become the must- 
have garden accessories for the summer of '97.

MOVABLE FEAST At L.A.'s new MondrIan 
Hotel, desiqned by Philippe Starck. above, 
quests can eat poolside. In the sleek dining 
room, or under an elite of ficus trees.
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No wonder mommy and daddy 
spend so much time In here.
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"IS THAT POISON IVY?" asks Bette Midler. It is, and lots of 
it, brushing at the famously tiny feet resting on an aban
doned and overgrown stairway in Highbridgc Park where it 
rises steeply over northern Manhattan’s I larlem River Drive. 
Midler is wearing farmer’s overalls, high-top shoes, and a tiny 
diamond at her neck. Before dusk comes, she wants to show 
a reporter a spectacular, yet forgotten, vista.

Poison ivy is a minor danger in this once elegant 119-acre 
park that is a draw for junkies, prostitutes, and car strippers. 
Next month, Midler will start a cleanup and restoration of 
this most rugged section of Highbridgc Park, in partnership 
with New York’s cash-strapped Parks Department, She’ll do 
the work with her own money, her own crews, and her own 
hands, just as she has already done in several other bruised 
uptown parks. “We’re here to fill in the blanks for the Parks

Department,” she explains. Since moving back to New York 
three years ago, Midler has become the most militant private 
defender of the city’s besieged green zones.

I leading higher, she steps over the tattered bedding of a 
homeless person. In better days, the stairway’s graceful iron 
railings would have steadied her ascent. Now they’re bent, 
broken, jagged—but no matter. Midler, agile at age fifty-one, 
and not even puffing, keeps climbing. At last, she reaches her 
goal: a concrete ledge cantilevered over the 1 larlem River Val
ley. Here, the railings have been ripped away. So have the 
benches from which to admire the view. From a nearby bridge 
comes the thunder of heavy truck traffic. Even so, this unpeo
pled spot remains curiously calming. “Oh, it's beautiful here,” 
says Midler. “Isn’t it something?”

Her role in the Adopt-A-Highwav program has been well
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*
Domestic Bliss dumping ground for auto carcasses. A 

mountain of debris was removed that 
day. What Charles McKinney, River
side Park administrator, remembers is 
that after most others had left, Midler 
continued to pick up litter for three 
hours. “So did I and my staff,” says 
McKinney. “She led by example.”

Seven days a week now, her antilitter 
patrol is at work. Its base, an old stone 
cottage uptown in Fort Tryon Park, is 
crammed with rakes, shovels, clippers, 
and piles of refuse bags. The restoration 
project closest to Midler’s heart is a 
backwater of the Harlem River, Sher
man Creek. Hidden behind an elemen
tary school, it’s not true parkland—just 
a patch of scrubby forest and glade lead
ing down to the river. Pupello first took 
Midler to see it in 1995. “I got very 
excited,” she says. “It was so wild, so 
beautiful... so trashed!” Masses of that 
trash—cans, bottles, a V8 engine—have 
been removed. A morass of rotting boats 
remains in the muck.

“We’ve been promised a barge and 
crane to remove all the old boats,” 
says Midler. Turning to Pupello, she 
asks, “But when is it gonna get done? 
I feel like Lennie in that play, You 
know, Of Mice and Men. Tell me about 
the barge again, Joe. Tell me when it’s 
gonna come....”

When Sherman Creek is finally 
restored, it will be “a garden, a play 
center, even a beach,” says Midler, with 
brassy confidence. Nature springs 
sneaky pleasures here: wild roses; a 
pair of cormorants perching on ancient 
pilings; a family of geese paddling 
.silently by. Back at Fort Tryon Park, a 
magnolia tree has been planted, It’s a 
gift from park personnel honoring 
Midler’s late mother.

So intense is Midler’s effort at green
ing the city that you have to wonder if 
it’s cutting into her regular job as the 
Divine Miss M. “My husband says that 
if I keep up this way, I’m going to ruin 
my career,” she says. Highly unlikely, 
but it’s already bruited about that 
Midler could jump to a new career one 
day, as city parks commissioner. She 
could moonlight as a megastar.

Midler claims that urban greening 
wasn’t on her agenda in 1965, when she 
arrived in New York from Hawaii. “I 
was too focused on my own ambition to 
notice anything else," she says. Even
tually she moved west, but an almost 
twenty-year stint in Beverly Hills ended 
on the night in 1994 when the earth
quake hit. That experience sent Midler, 
her husband, Martin von Haselberg, 
and dau^ter, Sophie, now nine, to New 
York, where they moved into a spacious 
downtown loft.

Midler was appalled at what she saw: 
litter everywhere. It was bad enough on 
the streets, worst of all in the parks. “I 
thought. This is awful, this is horrible. But, 
in terms of helping, 1 had no idea what 
the drill was,” She sought out Parks 
Commissioner Henry Stern, “Lots of 
people come to me wanting to do some
thing for the parks,” he says. “Most of 
them are structure-minded. But Bette 
didn’t want to build anything. She was 
focused on the landscape.”

Midler made her energetic debut as 
Queen of Trash on a rainy Sunday in 
July 1995, under the George Washing
ton Bridge in Fort Washington Park, a

PUBLIC WORKS
publicized: as local road 
signs proclaim, she spon
sors stretches of busy park
ways. But Midler doesn’t 
advertise a far more per
sonal and active instru
ment for environmental 

good works called the New York Restora
tion Project (NYRP). Her year-and-a- 
half-old creation is an offshoot of the 
California Environmental lYoject, which 
Midler supported for years. NYRP oper
ates our of donated space at Wenner 
Media’s midtown offices and at two 
uptown field sites. Under the direction 
ofjoseph Pupello, a dancer and choreog
rapher turned builder of community gar
dens, it employs a headquarters staff of 
four and a field crew of twenty-five. 
Midler foots most of the $500,000 
annual bill. “I give a few times a year” is 
how she puts it. She never puts out a 
hand to the city, saying, “They’ll give us 
the help we need so long as they know 
I’ll never ask them for money.”

Peter Heilman is a contributing editor for 
New York magazine.
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Sketches
The Boy from Brazil

Sig Bergamin isn’t afraid of anything in decorating except boredom

BY SUZANNE SLESIN
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NORTHERN OPERATION Sig Bcrqamin. 
abov*, in his Madison Avenue office. The 
office’s Murano glass chandeiier and wood 
panel, ieft, are from Mafmalson Antiques. The 
colorfui fabrics, all from Le D^cor Frangais, 
contrast with the sisal rug from Rosecore.

It

t

1.

very famous, very eclectic,” says the ebul- ^ 
lient bergamin, who opened a Manhat
tan office five years ago. These days, he ■] 
juggles apartment, restaurant, and night- 
club projects in both North and South i 
America. Bergamin’s U.S. career took off , j 
when visitors to the 1993 Kips Bay Boys 
& Girls Club Decorator Show House in 
Manhattan were charmed by the dining 
room he designed, which had walls cov- Ji; 

ered in a vibrant patchwork of floral fab- 
rics. Two years later, his attic bedroom in J 
the I99J Rogers Memorial Library show / 
house in Southampton, Long Island, drew jj 
wish-we-could-movc-right-in comments g 

from visitors to the rambling summer cottage. g
Bergamin, who now lists Manhattan restaurants Mezze, Bar S 

Anise, and Matthew’s on his resume, as well as apartments 
and houses in Connecticut and Florida, Paris and Madrid, 6 
approaches each job with the same unabashed enthusiasm. J
“All the time, I like a mix,” he says. “I like Casablanca, ^
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ABUNDANCE SEEMS to be Sig Bergamin’s theme—from 
the warm and generous manner with which he greets the 
world to the joy with which he approaches interior design. 
Bergamin, forty-two, who was born in Mirassol, near Sao 
Paolo, Brazil, was trained as an architect, and has been in busi
ness as an interior designer for twenty years. “In Brazil, I am

44
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Sketches

Anglo-Indian, the fifties, the forties, 
English and French country, flea mar
kets, all styles.” His dream is to have five 
houses, so that he can decorate each one 
differently. “Now I like Africa,” he adds. 
“I travel, and I buy books, all the books, 
all the magazines. It’s what I’ve been 
doing since I am sixteen years old.

His small suite of offices on Manhat
n

tan’s Upper East Side is a miniature 
repository for his wide-ranging decora
tive interests: yellow-vinyl-upholstered 
Eames chairs, colorful Murano glass 
vases, a Noguchi table. “I’m not afraid 
of color, and I like to mix fabrics, of 

says Bergamin, who has hiscourse,
own rating system for such choices. “I 
don’t like things in-between,” he says. 
In everything I do, I’m an eight or an 

eighty, never a forty.
u

n

CLASS ANO CLASS Bcrqamln found the 
Charles Eames chair covered in yellow 
vinyl, left, one of a pair, In Miami. The 
lamp, with its pineapple-shaped hose,
Is from Malmalson Antiques; the frinqed 
ottoman beneath the table is from Le 
Oicor rranqais. The brlqhtly hued and 
unusually shaped Murano glass vases 
from the 1940s and 1950s represent 
years of collecting at flea markets and 
antique shows. “I have a lot, a lot of 
Muranos, everywhere." Bergamin says.
A series of architectural prints Bergamin 
assembled during his many stays in Brazil, 
Italy, and the U.S. hangs on the wall.

RECEPTION LINES The reception
area of the small office has walls
covered in a Clarence House striped
fabric, left and right. The Jansen
embossed-velvet screen seen
through the door at left Is from
Malmalson Antiques. The coffee
table, found In Miami, is by isamu
Noguchi. Bergamin's assistant’s
chair, right, is a leather-and-chrome
office chair designed by Charles
Pollock, from Knoll. The white
pedestal table by Eero Saarinen,
a vintage Knoii design, was aiso
found In Miami. The large painting
is by Sergio Ferro, a Brazilian
artist. Books are piled on a stool
that Bergamin brought back from
Morocco. Sources, see back of book.
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Exquisite Old-World Kitchens
T l S C A N Y Style

Is there any more perfect pastoral idyll on earth than the tranquil hills of Tuscany and Umbria in Central Italy? Intense visual 

delights everywhere abound: wheat, maize, sunflowers, olive and cypress trees, walled hilltop villages. And, naturally, the

vineyards. This is the heartland of an artistic and

richly developed ancient culture. Wm Ohs

Tuscany Style” reflects this abundant spirit!

E S T A H L 1 « II (■; D 1 « 7 2
AviiUSk: thnwiith ihcicilispljyinjs shcAinxyns. ATLANTA. Dosipi l.tj.. i-KW) 261-OJ11 • BOSTON; Dalu Kitihcn Desijtn, Inc , (617i4l42-25frfi • ('HLVY CHASE. MD. Kitchens. Int , OOl i 657-
K6I6 ■ ( IIICATKliHiffhkndPirio nuHtus. I»47l KM OK) > DENVEK VC’m Ohs Shoa-mnmt, Inc.. OUM )2I12U • ORIXNWK II. Putnam Kitchens. Im. .l201lMI 227u ■ HARBORSPR1NC..S. 
Ml: Knchen &</»., 1616) 126 WKi • INDIAN,M*OLIS: <jnnd Kitchens. 0171 KW 1971 • LA lOLLA. CA: Dc-»hurv it Assoi., I619l 416-1541 • LONO ISLAND Euro(.oocepts. Ltd, (116) 495 (I9K5 
• LOS ALTOS, CA: Kitchen! 1411) 94K 7420 » LOS ANCELUS; TuroccxKcpis, Inc., OIOi 612 5472 • MINNLMAILIS: North Star Services, 1612) 571-955) . .MORRISTOWN, NJ;
l.eraiardts Kilchcns. 12011 K29-7112 • PHlLAIM.l.PIIIA; Joanne Hudson Assoc., (2111 168-1K)I • SAN RAI'ALL, CA: l-amfKTli Askic., (4111 454 1625 • SANTA BARBARA: The Design Siudjo, (K<)1) 
165 2(K!1 • SHATTLE: Kilchen it Bath VCt>chs Northuest, (2t)6) 445-2271 • M’RlNOriTl.D ,M( I (!oica^- I'acllc Homes, (4171 721-611))) • ST L5 >UIS: Cilen Alspauph O'. (514) 993-6644 • TULSA: 

Shcwcase Knehens, 191B) 299 4252 ■ WT.ST BLtX IMHELD. ML Lninji Spaces. (810) 682-5 WX) • For inquincs outside these ships tixim areascall the t )hs Tactoty: (505) 571-6110.
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l-ilucprint
houses, the Casas del Sol, which face 
each other across a bay—the one as 
perfect as the angel’s wing he glimpsed 
from the sky. With typical swagger, he 
predicts that the two dwellings will 
emerge as “the most significant houses 
of the entire century.”

The first stone was laid on March 13, 
1995, at exactly 4:45 P.M., when Brig- 
none believed the moon and Mars were 
aligned. “Astrologers know that if you 
begin something at that moment, that 
thing will be fulfilled,” he explains, As 
it happened, the skies darkened and 
poured rain during the groundbreaking, 
an exceptionally rare occurrence in 
Careyes. “The workers all knelt down 
and prayed,” Brignone recalls solemnly.

Think what you will of Brignone’s 
brand of mysticism, he did produce twin 
marvels. C'ollaborating with a French 
architect, Jean-Claude Galibert, and a 
team of local craftsmen who worked 
entirely by hand, Brignone blended the 
best of traditional Mexican architecture 
with modern technology. The roofs are 
thatched palapa. The towering support 
columns inside the open, soaring-height 
great rooms are concrete. Swimming 
pools wrap moatlike around the houses. 
Open to the elements, the dwellings take 
full advantage of the area’s exceptional 
microclimate. Rain usually falls only 
about twenty days a year.

With its series of protected, unexpect
ed courtyards and their linking corridors, 
the architecture clearly recalls the work 
of Luis Barragan, who made walls works 
of art. Here, unlike Barragan’s stark 
planes, nearly every wall is curved. There 
are few right angles or hard edges. 
Immured within the Casas del Sol, one 
experiences a magical play of perspective.

Architecturally, the twin houses are 
identical, lliey differ in ornamentation, 
however. Sol de Oriente—which is pic
tured on these three pages—is an 
homage to the East, while Sol de Occi- 
dente pays tribute to the opposite hemi
sphere. Sol de Occidente “represents a 
culture of strength and sensitivity,” 
Brignone says, while Sol de Oriente 
“symbolizes an intellectual, mystical civ
ilization,” In the latter, for example, the 
swirling Byzantine-style pattern of the 
entry courtyard was inspired by Venice’s

OPEN TO THE ELEMENTS Sol de Oriente takes advantage of the Mexican coast's 
climate: above, a loggia looks out to the Pacific; below left, the house, surrounded by 
its "floating" pool; below right, entry courtyard walls recall the work of Luis Barragan.

The tale begins on July 2,1968. While 
flying over Mexico’s Pacific Coast in a 
single-engine plane, Brignone beheld 
“the most beautiful place on earth”—a 
coastline dotted with hidden bays, one 
of which, he recalls clearly, “was as per
fect as an angel’s wing.”

Returning to earth, Brignone set off on 
horseback to explore the terrain, which 
lies between Manzanillo and Puerto 
Vallarta. “There were no roads. I had to 
open the way with a machete,” he boasts. 
Eventually, Brignone acquired 6,000

acres, a good portion of which he has 
turned into a nature reserve to protect 
the nati>^ turtle population {careyes is the 
Spanish word for turtles). He has also 
built a resort, a polo club, and a number of 
spectacular houses along the cliffs. Many 
of these have been sold to friends he has 
lured to the area. Friend or stranger, 
everybody is simpatico, he emphasizes. 
“The people who live here are the great 
travelers, the princes of the present and 
the future, artists and polyglots!” 

Brignone’s latest feat is a pair of
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Basilica of San Marco, although the 
stones themselves come from the local 
beaches. “I wanted to give a message to 
the world—that these two great civili
zations will one day unite in peace,” 
Brignone opines.

Nearby, he has constructed a cren
elated tower that houses a guest suite. 
He says, “It is like a stairway leading 
from heaven to earth.”

Brignone has also taken the liberty 
of placing a meteor at a point in the 
bay exactly equidistant between the 
two houses.

OLD WORLD IN THE NEW ClOCkwiS* 
from l«ft: Sol de Orlente's courtyard, Its 
swirllno Byzantlnc-style pattorn inspirod 
by Vanica's Basilica of San Marco but 
made of stone from local beaches: the 
thatched paiapa roof, exterior and Interior; 
and one of the bedrooms, the only 
enclosed spaces In both the dwellings.

For those in need of dialogue more 
worldly than spiritual, Brignone has 
installed a discreet state-of-the-art 
communications system throughout 
the Careyes development: with fiber
optic telephone lines, the place is com
pletely on-line.

“I did something nobody else in the 
world has,” exults Brignone about his 
creation of, as he sees it, paradise on 
earth. “And I continue to be in love. 
Otherwise I wouldn’t do it. Careyes is 
an ongoing love story.” raw

James Reginato is an tditor-at-largt of this 
magazint.
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Schumacher
Classic Design

FABRICS, I RIMMINGS, WALLCOVERINGS, CARPETS Be FUIOJISHINGS. F<.)R AN INTERIOR DESIGNER IN YOUR AREA CALL 1-800-332-3384.



Huntin
athering

ANIMAL

KINGDOM

Clear as polar water
or colorfully translu-
cent, these crystal
beasties stride or
galumph stylishly, but
never need to go out
for a walk. Take one
home and put It in
the sun. The sight of
a bear, an otter, or an
alligator catching the
light may make you
catch your breath.

Pits d< verre fisher*cat with
bronze fish, $2,500, by Daum,
212-355-2060. Fish (available 
In 24 colors), $99/each, by
Lalique, at Barneys New YorK, 
212-626-6900.

}



LikeWynken,
Blynkcn, anchNod, this menagerie ' fish, a heaver,

elephant - sails off on a river of crystal lightan

Clockwise from bottom: PSte de 
verre alligator and rhinoceros, $1,190 
and $1,670, by Daum. Java elephant, 
$3,455, by Lalique. eOO-993-2560.



From left: Standinq and supine otters,
$220/eacti, by Baccarat at Gump's,
BOO-766-7628. Ursus bear, $815, by
Lallque. Beaver, $995, by Steuben, 800-
424-4240. Sources, see back of book.



MATERIAL WORLD

March Comes In Like a Lion... :nng

THE MANE ATTRACTION Wake up a room with the roar of and the nature of the beast. “If you use a large lion on a sofa,”
pattern. “Animal prints are the icing on the cake,” says New advises Los Angeles decorator Maxine Smith, “keep the
York decorator Thomas Fleming. Wrap a pillow, drape an other patterns in the room small. The big pattern should
ottoman, or upholster a side chair with a member of the always be in control.” But as with a well-planned zoo, each
court shown above. Or make a throne of Scalamandre’s animal should be put in the proper place. Brunschwig &
Coeur de Lion and be the king of your indoor jungle. “But Fils’s whimsical El Re Leon, for instance, is playful in a child’s
cover a wall with a lion print,” Fleming warns, “and it gets bedroom; but in a dining room, calm the feeding frenzy with
redundant and loses its punch.” The key is to focus on scale Fortuny’s elegant blue and gold Richelieu print.
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The Dacor Touch...

Cooking precision is at your fingertips 
with the innovative command center on 
the new Dacor 'Touch Top '\

A gentle touch brings new performance 
and pleasure to your cooking 
experience. Developed from new 
tecbnolog)', the “Touch Top's" radiant 
elements deliver a 3-second response, 
}'et the beat is deiii'ered upward, keeping 
tbe rest of tbe cooktop surface cool.

o
Elegant. Refined. Responsive. It bos the 
styling and function of a cooking 
centerpiece designed for tbe new 
millennium...

...but it is available today.

We have tbe touch.
Just one piece of beautifuUy bevelled f^lass 

interfaces $vitb tbe countertop. Itches yon 
e.xceptionai 4 or 5 burner cooking 

control & performance. Enjoy 
simple & safe operation, 

ami clean ups that 
are a snap!

Touch controls 
are also at your 
fingertip ivilb Dacor's 
new fiat-look wall metis

(818) 799-1000
For more information on Ifte
idlimale in design and sophistication, please contact us:Distinctive Appliance Corporation ® bttp:l!www. dacor. appl. com
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Chicago, interior decorator Alessandra Branca gives dining 
rooms an impression oi'depth by putting w(k>I damasks on the 
wall. “It would be great to do a nursery in wool,” Branca sug
gests. “It’s a fabric a child can grow up with.” The material is 
resilient, absorbent, and a good insulator—and not just practi
cal. “There’s an unmistakable luxury with wool,” says Atlanta 
decorator Nancy Braithwaite, “and it takes color like nothing 
else.” Don’t be sheepish, give it a spin.

EWE BETTER BELIEVE IT Wool, no longer the province of 
winter, is brighter, lighter, and more versatile than ever. For 
John Barman, an interior decorator in New York, the charm is 
its texture. “I used a pink plaid to cover a sofa in a library dom
inated by a stone floor and fireplace,” he says. “'I'he wool really 
softened up the edges and gave the room warmth.” Mary 
Douglas Drysdale, a Washington, D.C., interior designer, 
favors it for curtains: the tight weave muffles noise. In — LYGKIA GRACE
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SMIntroducing Prudential Value Range Marketing, only from Prudential Real Estate

During the past decade, Prudential Real Estate has lielped more than 600,000 sellers 
get the best value for their homes. Now we’ve made buying or selling a home even 
easier with an innovative new concept called Value Range Marketing."" Prudential 
Value Range Marketing'" (VRM"') is today's simple solution to an age-old real estate 
dilemma—how' to take the ha.ss!es out of reaching the right price for you.

Prudential Value Range Marketing 
connects buyers to a wider selection of 
homes. The Prudential approach gives 
you more options lo choose from, a firmer 
ground to make offers, and a better chance of 
finding the home you’re looking for

Thinking of buying or 
selling? Find out more.
Prudential Real Estate 
has more than 3t5,000 
knowledgeable real estate 
professionals who are 
ready to help you buy or 
sell your home quicklj' at 
a price that's right. Call 
your local Prudential Real Estate office today 
to learn more on how VHM"* can work for you.

For a free broc hure, call 1-800-431-1401

Tb find a Prudential Real Estate office near you, 
visit us on the internet:
www.prudenlial.com

What's in the Press 
about Prudential 

Value Range Marketing

“The traditional way of 
pricing a house for sale is 
about to be challenged ..."

— TV jVrtr )brk Timts

reduces the average 
time a home is on the mar
ket by up to 76 percent."

— Austin American Slaltsman

SM

A win-win sales process for buyers and 
sellers. It's a simple idea, really. Give buyers 
and sellers a range of proven, eamfully select
ed prices to work with—rather than the 
typical “fixed” price, buyers Iwnefit by seeing 
a wider selection of homes. And sellers tw’ne- 
fit by attracting more offers. Prudential VRM"' 
takes the anxiety out of moving for everyone.
Homes are selling up to 5 times faster.
Prudential Value Range Marketing"' is a 
quicker simpler way to sell your home for 
the right price. With Prudential VRM"' you 

can choose from dozens of 
price ranges to suit your sales 
objective, whether it’s selling 
your property quickly or getting 
the l)est possible price. And by 
listing your house within a price 
range, you can attract more 
offers. Wliich is one reason why 
Prudential VRM"' properties are 
selling up to 5 times faster than 
the market averag* 
desinible prices.

SM

“Some of Prudential's 
rivals think value range is a 
good idea, too.”

— The HbWStreet Joumat

“... In the test markets, 
most homes have 
sold Just above 
the middle of (he | 
range, averaging 
10% higher than the 
traditional fixed 
price listings.”

— 7*^ Was/iitigtvn

and at

Heal bstate
Pruteotiol Reol Eslof« brokwoge semces ore ottered ftwough tte independenfly owned onJ operoted members ol The Prudentiol Red EsWe Wfibofes, ItK. nefwork. Prudenfid VRM ' moy twf be 
dfered by dl members. The Pmdenfid Reel Estote Affiliates, Inc. 'is o subsidwrY of The Prudentiol InsurocKe Compony of Arreiico.





Rivarra RMms up w'lrh rwo of ihc vvoiUs most |X)pular musical arusrs as they rake 
their music on the road to Ixmefir breast cancer research. JUDY.COLLINS and 

KtaBHRl'A bl AC.K join together m concert for the firsi time ever. ft>r LaDIES Ol- 
Note, a fivc-city “unplugged” tour. RedLlming glamour as confidence w ith style. 

Riviera IS [>roud to sponsor these two talented ladies and such a worthy eause.



Irs gonna ix one of those nights.. JUDY CoUJW
Americas favorite folk-.singing activist is alniosi

IS famoLii for her baby blues as for her Ik]ur1
>ilvcr \'oi^e. With a distinct style all her own.

Jy’s niusic is dejinitciv one-of-a-kind. As we
all knovg Jiidv acfi^llv makes “easy listening.



A Sjiccbl A(l\uiiMiig Sail

Scr rhc iiiglir ro nuiMC. . .Cr.niimv
Award winning arnsi. RoHIRIA hl.\c:K. IS

•lock, scns.uum.il and urrcriv di\ inc A tirsc ladv
ot [xipular imisk'. RoKti.i ()rdicstnm.s her own

musical dcMinv. Once iliis mrernanonaldiva
sings .1 song, she ow ns it.



\ S}Xwijl AJvciii'.inii S^tTion

b\ BuiL'k prcscius Jri)^ COLIJXS and ROBh'RIA bl.ACK

In G^nccrr
\ N|iik \ ShjuuwIi' IHII I nuKJiniiuiH Ptt'Juciioii

ni.i.Kijphi.i. PA
Pliil.ultiplii.j AcjiLiin 

ol Miimi 
IJ[5) PW

:3) 3 *n: M 3:!N
Arl.mr.i. C«A

I ik Kilniious [-C)\ I Ik.uk

M(M)

\in [ i-.uiov*). (.A 
ZtlLrKidi AuJirorium 

IL'C BukJcvl 
niUl 642 46SS

\li.uni Bc.kli I'L

Ilk- |.kkk'Cdv'.lson llk-.uri-

(JOi) b'i “3lX)

New ^6rk. \A’ 

C.mk'i>k' HjII
(2121 24'‘ISIK)

a>ixx.TX: (aiikv|M (xire i> j eoll.ilx)i.uii>imt (iener.d MororN 

.iikl tlic f.i'liiiin iikluNfiA ru i.iiw .jw.uejk'w .iiul
IuikK Ku ^.iiKu UM.,)uh A |xtiTiim i>l (Ik 

1'HK.Vkil' w ill Iv kl«)n.iikJ ti) ilv Nm.t I KiL (*iuci 
tor |3k,(s( t.iiKvr Rcu.d-eh. rikii i>nm.ii\ Lh.iiii\

l .iiikil l.istuon kk'Mi;iKi; Rkli.inl 1\ler lii^
Nkilk m k'u.iiinL: ilk uim|Uk. Rixkt.i wliieli will K .uk'iionul 

on Ivlull oi (. oiK'i|i( t lire

IX .1 k j iikil'jl vwnis tiiMunink'iit. e\luhitkni' and Ki'iik"
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\\ Ikii okkniiti iiekecx plcan- iikiuioii (..N'P 
tor prekricJ h^iiiiu

Rivkia In Ruick: No odiei Iumiia o»ujv proMeleN Mieli j jxi'nn.tl 
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ANATOMY LESSON

Fine Bone China
Fine bone china is 

stronger and more chifv 
resistant than poroelain.

Although the glazes on 
fine bone china are strong. 
the\‘ wont resist a big knitc 
sawing up a tough steak.

Fine bone china can be 
warmedgentiv and briefly 
in the oven, but it cannot 
be put in a microwave.

Antique fine bone 
china should not be put 
in the dishwasher, as the 
decoration is less stable 
than that on newer lines. 
^ Fine bone china should 
be rinsed of"acidic sauces

I LIKE BONE CHINA BECAl Si: ITCA.STS WONDERFUL

REFLECTIONS ON THE FACES OF MY GUESTS, 

ESPECIALLY WITH CANI>LELIGHT. 1 ALSO LIKE TO MIX 
PATTERNS, BUT I DON’t DO IT WITH BONE CHINA 

BEtlAUSE IT MAKES PORCELAIN LOOK OFF-COLOR”

Snsju Gutfreuml

before going in the dish
washer. Never use a
detergent with lemon juice, 
and do not handle the 
china until it has cooled.

THE MIRACLE <)f fine bone china was less a lucky accident than an inspired discovery. In 1790, while struggling to match the 
fine pijrcelains of Sevres and Meissen, Josiah Spode added bone ash to clay, producing a china that is stronger, whiter, and 
more translucent than liuropean porcelains. Although the term “bone china” denotes any china with bone ash, “fine bone 
china” is a term for china with a mimiuni of 30 percent ox bone (in the U.K.) or 15 percent (in the U.S.). Spode, “Royal 
Oown" Derby, Royal Worcester, and some Wedgwood and Minton contain 51 percent ox bone. Sources, see back of book.
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SMALLBONE
HAND MADE ENGLISH KITCHENS

The vivid cobalt and cream of Monet’s kitchen in Giverny, inspired this hand painted pilaster kitchen. Smallbone
offer a full design and installation service throughout the USA.

For your full colour catalog please contact:

Handmade English Cabinetry, A&D Building 150 East 58th Street 9th fkxjr New Yorlc NYI0I55 Telephone 212 838 4884 Fax 212 838 4936 

Of DeGiufio Kitchen Design showrooms, 674 North Wells Ovcago Itlinois 61O6IO Tdephone 312 337 2700 Fax 312 337 6196 

1121 Central Avenue W>lfT»ette Illinois 60091 Telephone 847 2S6 8833 Fax 847 256 8842
HCWV97





Dig It
Hedging His Bets I

Marc Dc Winter has made the best of all possible gardens- green in summer, 
coppery in winter, mysterious to children, evocative to grown ups
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A LABYRINTH IS A p U Z Z L E, and Belgian garden archi
tect Marc De Winter’s carefully clipped garden on the outskirts 
of Antwerp is no exception. Assembled from diverse pieces, it is 
designed to be observed and enjoyed on several levels.

From a child’s perspective (and De Winter is the father 
of three), the hedges rise up to become a maze in which 
blind turns lead through rooms filled with flowers or herbs, 
or into an expanse of boxwood topiaries set in sand: a sand
box in the grand style.

Adults stand taller, and what they see is an abstract compo
sition in homage to contemporary Belgian and Dutch artists 
Camiel Van Breedam, Bram Bogart, and Anton Heyboer,

LOCAL HISTORY Marc Dt Winter's sculpted beech hedges recall 
the traditional enclosurts for farmland near his native Antwerp. 44

whose paintings De Winter collects. But those who know the 
Flemish countryside will also find connections to its past here.

De Winter was born in the farmhouse on the property, and 
when he set about creating the garden, he framed it in the 
beech hedges that are the traditional enclosures for the local 
farmers’ fields. Even the pleached arches over the entrances 
to each of the labyrinth’s rooms—portals formed by bending 
and tying in flexible, young beech shoots—derive from a 
technique that Flemish peasants have used for centuries to

4
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01997 Shatta Wa^tar. 9k

The most beautiful jewelry you can get your hands on is Sherle Wagner’s never seen before series of pulls and knobs.
All available in lapis, tiger eye, malachite, rose quartz and rock crystal.

To see the entire collection, send ten dollars to Sherle Wagner, 60 E, 57th St., NY, NY 10022 (212) 758-3300, Fax (212) 207-8010.



Digit
patch gaps in their living fences.

De Winter tcaclies classes in design
at his home, and for his students, the
garden is a particularly ingenious dem
onstration of the use of color. The per
ennials are luminous in summer, the
beech leaves turn a delicate copper in
fall, and when the weather is clear, the
family laundry is spread on the hedges
to dry. De Winter so admires the etfect
of the clothing’s haphazard, many-hued
patches that sometimes he spreads a
load specially before a visitor arrives.

BORDERLANDS Borrowmq from «n old

rural tradition of plaachinq, Da WIntar
has formad his trots into living
architecture, above. In addition to Its
stunning palette of copper and groan, an
abstract pattern of boxwood topiaries,
left, betrays the gardener's other life as
a collector of contemporary Belgian and
Dutch art. The blue spires of delphinium,
below, offer a cool contrast to the green
foliage during the summer months.

PLANT IT YOURSELF
PLEACHED WORK —architecture 
formed of living trees—possesses a 
whimsical elegance no other garden 
feature can match. Yet it is also prac
tical. Unlike a wooden or masonry 
arch, a pleached structure grows 
stronger with age. And once com
plete, the living arch requires only a 
few hours of care annually.
CHOOtINO PLANTS Your patience 
should dictate your choice of plants. 
European beech (Jugussy/vatica) or 
hornbeam (Qtrpmus betuliis) make 
enduring arches but are slow-growing; 
buckthorn and privet are fast-growing 
and easy to pleach, but also short
lived. 'Ilie best evergreens for this 
purpose are the upright yews (Jaxtt^ 
and the more vigorous hollies {Ilex). 
PLANTING Set the two trees that will

form the arch at least six feet apart; if 
set too close, the trees will close the 
passage as they increase in girth. The 
taller the arch, the farther apart the 
trees should be set, as thicker walls 
give an appearance of stability to the 
taller structure.
CUTTING BACK Immediately after 
planting (in early spring), cut back the 
treetops by a third to encourage bushy 
growth. Erect a temporary frame of 
one-inch in diameter aluminum elec
trical conduit pipe to define the curve 
along which the trees must grow.
Bend it to shape, and then anchor it 
by slipping the ends over steel rods 
driven deep into the ground.
TYING UP While the trees’ new 
growth is still flexible, tie upward- 
reaching shoots to the frame with a

soft, nonabrasive twine, such as jute. 
TRAINING GROWTH Each Spring cut 
back the previous year’s growth by a 
third. Lightly trim the side growth 
again in early summer.
FUiiNO THE ARCH When the tree- 
tops meet at the arch’s peak, score 
the bark of the topmost shoot of 
each tree lengthwise with a sharp 
knife. Then, twist the two shoots one 
full turn around each either, and wrap 
them with electrician’s tape. Within 
a year, the shoots should have fused 
and the tape may be removed. As the 
living frame strengthens, remove the 
pipe frame.

Tom Christopher is a writer and horticulturist, 
whose snost recent hook, with Marty Asher, is The 
20-Atinute Gardener.
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CassinaCASSINA USA INC. 

155 EAST S6TH STREET 

NEW YORK, NY 10022 

1.5l6.423.4SfiO 
1.800.770.3568

THE MET COLLECTION CONSISTS OF 

LOUNGE CHAIR, SOFAS, BENCH, TABLES 
AND MODULAR SEATING FOR FLEXIBLE 

CONFIGURATIONS.

DESIUNEU BY PIERO LISSONI WITH S. SOOK KIM

MANUFACTURED BY CASSINA IN ITALY
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Only Collect
Glass House Frontier

iMichael and Frances Higgins arc still turning out the handcrafted
objects that made them pioneers in the studio-glass movement BY MITCH TUCHMAN

ONLY THE NIMBLEST OF CHAMPIONS 

run with their laurels instead of resting on them.
At eighty-eight and eighty-four respectively, 
designer-craftsmen Michael and Frances I liggins 
are nimbly fusing colorful sheets of enameled 
glass into shimmering works of art, just as they 
have done for the past forty-seven years.

Bowls of varying capacities; chargers of varying 
diameters; ashtrays, relish trays, and trivets; vases, 
wall pockets, and covered boxes; pastel mobiles 
and brilliantly colored screens composed of the 
panes the Higginses cal! roundelays; jewelry and 
Christmas ornaments —their production is as 
vast as their technique is consistent. “Rather 
than elaborating on the medium, for forty-seven 
jTars weVe worked at our particular version,” 
Michael Higgins says. “That’s fine with us. 
That’s the way we want it.”

'I'hink of a piece of Higgins as an enamel 
sandwich on two slices of glass. From bins of 
panes, each silk-screened with enamel on one 
side in one of thirty colors, a single sheet is 
selected, cut to size, and decorated on the silk- 
screened surface. A second sheet, clear or 
enameled in another color, is laid, enamel-side 
down, on top of the first. This unbaked sand
wich is placed in a clay or steel mold inside a 
kiln. The kiln’s heat fuses the sheets of glass, 
and they “slump” into the mold, be it a shallow 
tray or deep vase.

Their modes of decoration are distinct. 
Frances’s are mainly calligraphic, copied in liquid 
enamels from scores of filigreed patterns worked 
out years ago: tightly coiled spirals, arabesques, 
and complicated geometries in black or in vivid |k 
colors, frequently overpainted more randomly [ 
ingold. They also include the shapes, in powdered 
enamels, of dried organisms. Michael’s are entirely 
different: radiating compositions of glass scraps, 
they seem to grow ever more kaleidoscopic with 1 
the passing years,

I

:V
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COLOR FIELDS Forty-five square qfass ''roundelays" 
made by the Hiqqlnses form this brilliantly hued 
screen, measuring four feet wide by seven feet tall.

i
i
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Order your SUAIaltc Kitchen Book Sow * 
and reeei¥€ The Anuritan Kitchen SertAf Catalogue FREE!

KiuhtnSoak. e IWpofe fuU-cii(itr bot'k tHuAi'ej, tiH &UiMi i/i«y theUit
nnwy enirr fer St9.9f f/i,) i^i///uK.'t m X'/i-fKi f tftiv encUft.i« , iett cr

>1 rttetM >ny h<40tt^ ef Su.Malie'j Amem.nm Kilcttn Series 'citntt.
SAir.

(Mil tiu Showroom nearest



Only (Collect

GLASS WORKS Clocliwise from top left 
corner: Tabletop made for collector Dennis 
Carl Hopp (1991): sculpture, Dances With 
Dogs (ca. 1994); Frances and Michael 
Hiqqins; clock manufactured for General 
Electric (ca. 1954); jewelry made by 
Frances; decorative bowl. Sources, see 
back of book.

What were
architecture, and the decorative arts. 
One such individual, Laszlo Moholy- 
Nagy, renowned before the war as an 
avant-garde photographer and indus
trial designer, became the director of a 
Chicago institution known succes
sively as the New Bauhaus, the Chicago 
School of Design, and the Institute of 
Design (now part of the Illinois Insti
tute of Technology). There, the integra
tion of art, science, and technology was 
a given. Buckminster Fuller developed 
the prototype for his geodesic dome at 
the Institute. Michael Higgins was 
chairman of what was then known as 
the department of vi.sual design. 
Frances Stewart, a University of Geor
gia professor of fine arts, who had 
worked in glass as early as 1942, came to 
the institute in 1946 to earn a master’s 
degree. Michael and Frances met, mar
ried, and set out to make their liveli
hood as designer-craftsmen, a risky 
proposition in those days.

By 19^1,1 liggins glass was included

like?prices
We made one piece

that sold for a dollar." What was involved in
a little square ashtray4i

producing that ashtray? “Night and day work. 
We never did anything but work »»

Collectors of Higgins glass arc 
divided in their loyalties, gravitating 
toward Michael’s work or Frances’s, 
though virtually all the work is signed 
simply “Higgins.” Dennis Carl Hopp, a 
Chicago dealer in twentieth-century 
antiques who, with 1,200 or more 
pieces, is considered the premier collec
tor of Higgins, has items signed by 
Frances from as early as 1949 and as late 
as the 1960s. During a six-year period, 
from 1959 to 1965, when the couple 
maintained a studio within the former 
Dearborn Glass Co. factory in Chicago,

thousands of pieces were manufactured 
with designs that were silk-screened 
instead of drawn, slumped in the heat of 
a kiln, and signed mainly in gold. (Signa
tures on items made before and after 
the Dearborn years are engraved; also, 
an in-mold mark of a little man mod
eled on a capital “H” appears dimly on 
pre-Dearborn pieces.)

The Higginses began fusing and 
molding glass in Chicago in 1949, dur
ing a period when Bauhaus faculty, 
exiled a decade earlier from Nazi Ger
many, were influencing technology,
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when the lure of solitude beckons... 
when cleansing goes beyond skin deep...
when a faucet becomes the instrument for rinsing away the day.

Turn it on.
Art and engineering harmonize.
You are transported...you are refreshed.

At the end of the day,
there can be no reason for less thait simple perfection. Finally...

CROHE
FAUCETS

A_______ AVAILABLE THROUGH DESIGNERS AND ARCHITECTS
: <$09001: O 1996 GROHE Amefica. Inc Write or cat us tor a complete sei of literature GROHE America. Me • 241 Covngion Onve • Bloom-r>gdale. II60106 • 630 682 7711 • Fax 630 662 7722

E-Mail grohaOgrohe com ■ WWW http//wwwgrohe.com



The Seal of Italian Art in Quality
Only Collect

in a Museum of Modern Art traveling exhibition entitled 
“Good Design.” In an exhibition catalogue, Edgar J. Kauf- 
mann, Jr., the former director of that museum, insisted 
that good design was modern design and “the methods used 
to make an object... should blend the expression of utility, 
materials, and process into a visually satisfactory whole.” 
Such tenets were fully realized in the techniques devel
oped at Higgins Glass Studio.

Frances and Michael Higgins cobbled together a living by 
selling through high-end retailers like Marshall Field’s, 
Bullock’s Wilshire, Gump’s, and Georg Jensen, as well as 
directly to a small but loyal public at craft fairs. “People are 
daunted by going into a gallery,” Frances explains, “but they’ll 
go to art fairs. We sold most of our things in Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, which has a big summer fair.” What were prices 
like? ’We made one piece—a little square ashtray—that sold 
for a dollar.” What was involved in producing that ashtray? 
“Night-and-day work. We never did anything but work.”

The Dearborn pieces are controversial among collectors. 
Donald-Brian Johnson, co-author, with Leslie Pifia, of the 
forthcoming Higgins: Adventures in Glass (SchifFer Publishing 
Ltd.), points out that during the Dearborn years, seventy pat
terns were created, some applied to as many as twenty-five 
different functional forms. While most collectors insist that 
these products should not be denigrated, Richard Wright, an 
expert in twentieth-century modern design for the Cincin
nati-based Treadway Ciallery, feels that “the sheer quantity of 
the Dearborn material has been a hindrance to ample recog
nition.” Similarly, Chicago’s Scott Vermillion maintains that 
“certain pieces will never appreciate, since they made so many 
of them. Such pieces as the arabe.squc spirals, marked $70 at 
a flea market, are worth S20.”

In today’s collectibles market, $70 for almost anything 
that is well designed seems modest enough. Visitors to the 
Higgins Glass Studio, in Riverside, Illinois, arc likely, there
fore, to be floored by prices meant to appeal to a walk-in 
trade, not collectors. In Frances’s frank words; “We tend to 
produce w'hat sells: bowls, plates, jewelry, and roundelays.... 
We make a ton of Christmas ornaments because it brings in 
a lot of money.”

At the studio Michael’s extraordinary chargers can cost 
from S200 to approximately $600, while smaller dishes, 
bowls, and vases rarely top $60. Some jewelry is available for 
as little as $25; individual roundelays are $30 to $50; and 
Christmas ornaments are priced at tooth-fairy levels.

At auctions, however, “new pieces go for much more than 
store prices," notes Vermillion. “Most people don’t realize 
that Michael and Frances are still alive and making this stuff.”

But whether I liggins pieces are found at auction or studio, 
for collectors of glass and admirers of postwar design, there 
is no better value.

Impvr» Sn»pe

GUMP'S
SANIRANnSCO
I ion T66

BERGDORF
GOODMAN

Mitch Tlichman is the author of Magnificent Obsessions; Twenty 
Remarkable Collectors in Pursuit of Their Dreams and Bauer: Classic 
American Pottery. “Only ('ollect" is a regular column about antiques and 
collectibles.

Fine China fired at 1400'C.
Amadeus designed by Claudio Iji Viola. 
Alternation band of white and jade blue 
outlined by a hand painted antique gold line. 
Rims, handles and fini^ngs in 18 Ct. fine gold.

s E W YORK
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Past Perfect
Lovebirds

With bridal registries to feather their nests and magazines to tell them how to live there, 

newlyweds were learning a new set of domestic rituals BY V^RONIOUE VIENNE

1
bath towels on frilly-edged shelves; how to perk up j 
mayonnaise with a dash of curry, and soup with a [I 
spoonful of sherry; how to have brunch; whom to H 
invite to tea. With a war on, the customs of the coun- I 
try, at least the part of it that summered in Maine, R 
dined at the Pierre, and dwelt in apartments with ^ 
views of the Manhattan skyline, were in flux. There I 
is a sense here that it was House & Ganien's respon- R 

sibility to see that the old standards and rituals were R 
upheld and also updated. R

Here, our lovebirds, like their feathered friends, £ 
are nicely cooped up; the magazine has laid all the R
materials suitable for their new life before them. jS

(The only thing out of place is the young man him- R 
self, whose appearance at home in the spring of 1942 *
is a little mysterious.) Even with a war on, the mes- ^ 
sage is clear: Home is the proper theater of opera- |R 
tions for newlyweds. It is also their fortress. H

A serving table, loaded with food and a coffee B 
service, hems the couple in, or keeps them safe, R 
depending on how you look at it. Even the dog, tied ^ 
to the leg of a chair, seems to guard against access to B 
the picture and the life. The brunch table is set with H 
an eye to fitting modern tastes to traditional behav- H 
ior: Franciscan Ware dishes, crystal from Jensen’s, S 
He)'wood-Wakcfield terrace furniture—everything S 
is appropriate yet right up-to-the-minute for 1942 B 
(and highly collectible in 1997). H

The sen.se of safety is olTset by a palpable air of R 
anxiety that will soon resolve itself In the next sec- » 
ond or so, the couple will discover that hanging a S 
birdcage over the table is not such a good idea. The ^ 
birds will flutter their wings, and seeds, feathers, and 5 

HOUSE & GARDEN, .MAY 194 2 Wedlock has a way of worse will waft their way down to the table. The husband )J
turning into gridlock, and a lavish display of wedding presents will have to get up and fetch a stepladder to hang the cage ^
can make even the most spirited newlyweds look slightly elsewhere. The wife may suggest that they rearrange the fur- ^
housebound—as witness this photograph of a young couple’s niture instead. In the process, they will probably break g
first Sunday brunch at home. something, maybe one of their Franciscan Ware butter plates. IS

By the 1940s, the custom of couples registering at stores Married less than a week and already arguing, they may begin Ip
with a list of desired wedding gifts had taken hold, and mag- to rethink the comforts of home, 
azines had begun to advise them on the proper use of their -----------------------------------------
newly acquired bounty and on much else besides: how to pile Eivry month, “Past Per(ecT” examines j photo from the ma^zine's archives.
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CENTURY
F U R N T U R E

For ihe resource nearest you, telephone i-8(K)-852-555^. To order the Century U[)holstery catalog, 

please send $25 to Ceniur\', Dept. I’PH, Box (508. Hickorv, North Carolina 28603,

Showrooms in Chicago; Houston: Seattle; San Francisco: Los Angeles; l.aguna Niguel, CA; High Point. NC,





Object Lesson
UTILITY SINKS

Industrial-sized basins move out of the
laundry room and into kitchens, bathrooms,

pantries, and mudrooms. Washtubs on steroids
and pumped-up faucets lend new importance

to what used to be called drudgery

WRITTEN BY VERONIOUE VIENNE

PHOTOGRAPHED BY STEPHEN LEWIS

STYLED BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS
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PEOPLE ARE using' BIGGER POTS AND SPENDING MORE TIME 
IN THE KITCHEN. A BIG SINK HELPS WITH THE JOB II

GLENN BOWMAN.

VERMONT SOAPSTONE COMPANY, PERKINSVILLE, VT

INDUSTRIAL-STRENGTH SOLUTIONS Since the average 
sink holds five gallons of water, why do you need one with a 
capacity for ten, fifteen, or even twenty gallons?

To resuscitate three dozen long-stemmed roses, -f To soak 
thirty-six leeks. + To give your pup a shampoo, -f To hose down 
your boots. + To clean a big griddle, -f To soak a stained table
cloth. 4 To wet a mop or fill a large bucket, -f To keep beer on 
ice. 4- To keep dirty dishes out of sight during a party. -4 To 
clean large planters and tall vases, and to repot big plants.

DOUBLE DUTY Twin tray Laundry Sink of cast Iron/enamel 
($826/wlth legs), previous page, and Ultima chrome-finished 
brass faucet ($122), from Eljer; chrome-finished brass 
faucet with pre-rinse spray on left sink ($314), by Chicago 
Faucets through Eigen Supply. Terry cloth bath towel ($25)
Is from Calvin Klein Home, and sea sponge Is from Portico 
Bed & Bath. Custom-made double-bowl soapstone sink ($1,600), 
above, by Vermont Soapstone Co.; the faucet Is a Julia 
kitchen mixer of nickel-plated brass ($725), from Waterworks.
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A Collection So Stylish It Stirs 

Thoughts of Paris, Milan and 

The New York Strip.

With its awarJ-winning flush design and appealing features, 

the Jenn-Air Expressions*' Collection 

is perfect for those who appreciate great style 

as well as great cooking.

Our new dual convection wall

you a sleek, flush design and plenty of

versatility. With just a push of a button, you can switch from roasting

Cllamb one day to baking 

No wonder more homes have chosen Jenn-Air convection ovens 

over any other brand

souffle the next.

ClNext, take a look at our 

flush-to-ihe-counter cooktop. This 

downdraft cooktop system lets you design 

your own cooking surface ut

seconds — everything from 

griddle for pancakes to a grill for steaks.

a\

For more details on the Jenn-Air Expressions*' Collection,

call l-8()0-Jenn-Air or see your local dealer. ^0" Dollar Hjff Owa

OnUt [UitTu Cttkttf 
‘sintn wirC i*r in^AHIW

IMIM-AIR
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sinks, perfect for heavy-duty food preparation and cleanup, 
give you room to wash vegetables, leave items to defrost, and 
soak or scrub greasy pots, oven racks, and cookie sheets.
+ Up to fifteen inches—Laundry sinks like the ones found 
in Laundromats are large enough to hold plenty of water for 
rinsing drapes, slipcovers, and bedding. They are also handy 
in garages, gardens, and mudrooms.

ELBOWROOM While a standard kitchen sink is seven to 
eight inches deep, the depth of utility sinks is determined by 
their function:
+ Eight to ten inches—Pantry sinks designed for tall glasses, 
large vases, long serving dishes, and cumbersome pots and 
pans. Often, a deep sink is paired with a shallow one—the 
first for soaking, the second for rinsing.
> Up to thirteen inches—Service sinks scaled to accommo

date big buckets and commercial pails with ringers. To pro
vide access for filling receptacles, faucets are usually mounted 
out of the way— high on the backsplash or the wall.

■f Up to fourteen inches— Scullery sinks or restaurant-type

HARD-EDGED, YET FLEXIBLE Sturdibllt Scullery Sink of stain
less steel ($1,683, with sideboard) by Elkay. The faucet of chrome- 
finished brass ($279/wlth optional double-jointed spout) Is by 
Delta. Crystal Celemene vase ($6,800), from Baccarat, Inc.
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l0/iile (J/aty a(Jmire(/i/te 

eleyanf lines yaue new meaning /o /lis fiarren 

loft space, Sufu Jove passionaielty into /ler

Jiai/ileen wnen A ainleen !y sfipcooer comes 6ac/i Iway Tom
i/je laanJiy loo^iny as j^res/j as if Joes f/tison
momentous occasion? 0/lo6e sure.

Mitchell Gold

^ncreJtfife sfipcouei'eJj^urnilure

We also make already-broken-in leather sofas, chairs and more. Call 800.789.5401 or hlt[)://www.mUchellgold.coin
S.R.1608. Taylorsville, NC 28601 

Showr<x)m in High Point, North C^arolina
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TURN-ONS To select the right faucet, hgure out the primary
purpose of your sink.
> For cooking, choose a faucet that lets you adjust the tem

perature from a single lever.
♦ Catering to large groups? You may need a “rinse unit,” a

separate wall-mounted spray head on a flexible hose that lets
you wash big pots.

Serious housecleaning? Choose a gooseneck spout for
filling large containers.
+ Laundering by hand? A standard chrome faucet with tra

ditional knobs and a small spout will do.
Regardless of the type of faucet you select, ask for quarter-

turn ceramic valves. Avoid washers, and look instead for
ceramic disk cartridges.

"IT'S NICE TO HAVE A BIG SINK BECAUSE TWO^'PEOPLE 
CAN WORK AT THE SAME TIME"

GLENN BOWMAN,

VERMONT SOAPSTONE COMPANY. PERKINSVILLE, VT

BIG AND BIGGER Porcelain Lonqridqe Belfast sink ($1,245), 
top, by Shaws of Darwen throuqh European Country Cookinq 
Ltd.; clockwise from top left, wall-mounted qooseneck spout 
of chrome-finished brass ($128.75), by Grohe America. Inc.; 
larqe hospital faucet of satin chrome-finished brass ($749) 
by Dorf Design through International Tapware; Edwardian- 
styie kitchen mixer faucet with brushed nlckei finish ($795), 
by Czech & Speake of Jermyn Street throuqh Waterworks; 
chrome-finished brass faucet with soap dish ($208), by 
American Standard. The long Brockway Wall-Mount sink, above. 
Is cast iron/enamel ($1,267); Cannock wash-sink faucets 
in rough plate finish ($143/each); soap dlshes($13.70/each); 
all by Kohler Co. Soaps, Ad Hoc Softwares. Park Falls 
Utility Sink of cast Iron/enamel ($229), left, and Provence 
faucet of chrome-finished brass ($391), by Kohler Co. Leather 
garden gloves and amaryllis bulbs, from Smith & Hawken.
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BECKER
Atlanta (770) U9-7000, Chicago (847) 491-1300. Boiton (617) 227-0250. Dania IFhrxia) (954) 929-2537. Honolulu (808) 536-7739 

Manhattan (New Yorii) (212) 777-4272, Long hland (New YoHt) (516) 773-3694. los Angeiei (Se«^ Nils) p?0) 652-3472. Pht(ode(phio (215) 977-8899, 
PiHsbvrgh (4I2J 369-2900, San Diego (619) 4S5-J605, Son Fronciico (415) 255-5996, Sfwdio-Cify (Los Angeles) (818) 508-5362, 

Vantouver (Conodaj (604) 684-6824, Washington D.C. (301) 657-8616, Weslehester (New York) (914) 683-5396 
US Headqvorfers: S8K fecific, he., 1030 Marina Village Plcwy., Alameda (San Fmoeisco Bay Area), CA 94501, Phone.- (510) 865-1616, Fax: (510) 865-1148

Avofobie Through Archilecfs and hlenor Designers.
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SOURCES
PACE 85
TWIN TRAY LAUNDRY SINK AND 

ULTIMA FAUCET, #222-2220/#7l2- 
otio, El^r, 1712 Dallas Pkwy., Dallas, 
TX 75248. 972-407-2600. FAUCET 

WITH PRE-RINSE SPRAY, #919, Bigen 
Supply, 236 W. 17th St., NYC looii. 
212-255-1200. TOWEL, Calvin Klein 
Home, 800-294-7978. SPONGE, 

Portico Bed & Bath, 139 Spring St., 
NYC 10012. 212-941-7722.
PAGE 88

SOAPSTONE SINK, Vermont 
Soapstone Co., 800-284-5404. 
FAUCET, #HOKMi2, Waterworks, 
800-899-6757.
PACE 88

STAINLESS-STEEL SINK, #S$-8l24-2,
Elkay, 630-572-3192. faucet, 

#o6oi89A-76>4i, Delta, 800-345- 
Dl-LTA. VASE, Baccarat, Inc., 800-777- 
0100. RATCHET PRUNERS, S32, Smith 
4c Hawken, 800-776-3336. flowers, 

Fischer & Page Ltd.
PACE 90

BELFAST SINK, European Country 
Cooking Ltd., 800-882-5339; 
FAUCETS, #31-516, Grohe America, 
Inc., 241 Covington Dr., 
Bloomingdale, IL 60108. 630-582- 
7711; #8401-8715-8946.05, 
International Tapwarc, 800-634- 
3903; #CZKMiO, Waterworks, 800- 
899-6757; #7295.152, American 
Standard, 800-752-6292. PLASTIC 

TUB. Crane Plumbing, 1235 Hartrey 
Ave., Evanston, IL60202. 847-864- 
9777. PARK FALLS FAUCET, Kohler 
Co., 8oo-4'Kohler. wall-mount

SINK, FAUCETS. AND SOAP DISHES,

#k-3203/#K-8892/#k-888o, Kohler 
Co., 800-4-KOHLER. SOAPS, Ad Hoc 
Softwares, 410 West Broadway, NYC 
10012. 212-925-2652. PARK FALLS 
UTILITY SINK AND PROVENCE FAUCET, 

#K-6582/#k-I4502, Kohler Co.,
800-4-KOHI.HR. GARDEN GLOVES,

leather, S24; amaryllis bulbs, 

Sii-$i7/each, all from Smith 4c 
Hawken, 800-776-3336.
3A6E 92
SINK, #63 Platsky Company, Inc.,
298 Montrose Rd., Westbury, NY
11590. 516-333-9292-

A LARGE SINK GIVES A ROOM A FOCUS AND A NEW PURPOSEII II

AieXANOCR KASA,
INTERIOR ARCHITECT. BIRMINGHAM. Ml

scouring powder in the direction of 
the grain. Mirror-finish sinks scratch 
more easily and are better for low- 
traffic areas.
+ Composite sinks are made of a range 
of materials, including polyester and 
acrylic resins, and fiberglass, as well as 
natural materials such as quartz, gran
ite, or stone. They are usually light and 
relatively inexpensive, but check their 
exact composition—some composites 
are not heat resistant and may scorch, 
f Soapstone sinks hold hot water well, 

but they are often custom-made and 
thus costly.
— PBODucEP »v constanc;eo’niilandlygeiagiuce

SUBSTANCE AND STYLE
+ Enamel-on-cast-iron sinks are durable 
and easy to clean, but they can also chip 
and can be difiicuU to repair.
■f Porcelain basins are made of molded 

clay, fired and glazed to a high gloss. 
The porcelain Belfast farm sinks, with 
their distinctive fluted or embossed 
aprons, have become popular here and 
are now being imported from England, 
•f As their name suggests, stainless- 

steel sinks won’t stain or rust, but they 
can be noisy. The thicker the steel 
(measured by gauge, with 18 gauge 
being the heaviest), the quieter the 
sink. Pads and sprayed-on insulation 
can also help reduce the din. Sinks 
with a satin finish are the easiest to 
clean, and scratches on them can be 
removed by rubbing the surface with

A DiLLY Mop S«rvk« Basin of plastic/ 
stone fabrication ($235), by Platsky 
Company, Inc. Towel by Calvin Klein Home.
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The average toilet.

Going to the bathroom Just got a little bit nicer.

A

0 0

tl
Zoe.

4^ Traditionally, toilet seats have beet) hani coU and stark. Not to mention just plain uncomfortable. 
^ Ihanks to great strides in techndogj-, it no longer has to be that way. Hence, tlie inspiration behuKl Zoe. ^

Imagine if you will, the natural and clean feeling of a soft, soothing, aerated stream of *Com.'enienl 
Remoif warm water, conveniently activated by the touch of a button. Now envision an automatic 

air deodorizer that quickly eliminates all toilet odor. There's even an optional warm seat 
feature for those cold mornings. .\nd of course, the Zoe is easy to install Wlio knows, the Zoe 

I may just make the world a h^pier place. Well, at least the bathroom. For a 
brochure about Zoe and a dealer name near yoti call: l-800-938-1541ext. 503.

Con/roi.
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For niriG days every 
spring and fall, the tiny 
town of High Point, 
North Carolina, is the

i

bustling
CGntGr of America’s

iih
PRUSSIAN EMPIRE, 

PAGE 105 %

j'

furniture industry
House & Garden

//
CHAIRS. 
PAGE 112

puts the Spotlight on
the finest, the
freshest, and the
funkiest; the thingsFRENCH ‘40s, 

PAGE 100

that will change your 
rooms. Here’s what ^ 

should be going honflG
with you in 1997 ►

LEATHER, 
PAGE 106PHOTOGRAPHED BY MICHEL ARNAUD



GOING FOR
THE GREEN

► Born; Piedmont,
California, 19^2

► Lives: In a 1940s
Paul Williams house in
the Hollywood Hills

^ Kudo: Interiors maga
zines “Best in Residential
Design” award, 199$

^ Other collections:
Rugs (Tufenkian),
lamps (Boyd Ligjbting
Co.), fabrics and
furniture (HBF)

► Hates: Red. Loves:
Green. Favorite Color:
Pond-scum green

► Influences:
Aiicbel Frank. Albert
Hadley, Piet Mondrian
96
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BAKER FURNITURE CASTS
HOLLYWOOD DECORATOR 

BARBARA BARRY
AS ITS NEW LEADING LADY

What’s really 
modern today is 
mixing. Aroom 
doesn’t have to be 

any one thing. 
Furniture should be

as comfortable
as our clothes

U

to a wider audience. 
Barry likens the 
collection to the chic 
wardrobe of someone 
with great personal 
st>'le; it is made up not 
of “outlits” but of 
individual pieces, each 
with integrity. “What’s 
really modern is mix
ing,” she says. “A room 
doesn’t have to be any 
one thing. We dress 
our rooms like we dress 
our bodies. Furniture 
should be as comfortable 
as our clothes."

Barry attemps to take 
the guesswork out of 
eclectic decorating by 
what she calls “building 
in the mix" and freeing 
the consumer from the 
restrictions of “suites” 
of furniture whose 
individual pieces cannot 
live alone.

The hne-arts-trained, 
self-taught designer often 
returns to the restrained 
luxury of design from 
the French ’30s and ’40s 
for inspiration. The

GOING PUBLIC
What the perfect pair 
of shoes does for your 
wardrobe, each piece 
from Barbara Barry’s 
new line for Baker 
Furniture can do for 
a room—adding flair, 
making it feel fresh 
and alive.

For the past eleven 
years, Barry has been 
creating “spare but not 
bare" rooms for her 
star-studded clientele. 
With the Barbara Barry 
Ciollection for Baker, 
she has brought her 
signature style—pared- 
down elegance and a 
sophisticated palette of 
muted, natural tones—

BARBARA'S 
HOME STYLE

In Baker's High Point 
showroom, Barry sits 
on her oval*back«d chair, 
covered In a striped silk 
blend ($2,207), and 
rests her feet on a hand- 
painted "ottoman coffee 
table" ($5,286).
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THE BAKER 
STORY

mahogany-and-nickel 
dining table in the 
Baker collection, for 
instance, echoes 
the pieces of Jules-Emile 
Lelcu, and exemplifies 
the marriage of form 
and function that dis
tinguished the French 
’40s. A bold center 
pedestal, laced with 
nickel “jewelry,” supports 
a richly finished, hand- 
planed mahogany

top. “Such attention 
to detail is the little 
extra something that 
makes a well-dressed 
room,” says Barry, “like 
a strand of pearls with 
a good dress."

Barry’s design 
universe is complex: 
contrasting forces 
help create harmony. 
“There’s a tension 
between curves and 
geometry—a yin and

yang,” she says.
“The counterpoint of 
something linear with 
something curvaceous is 
what I call ‘fantasy cor
rected by geometry’."

Barry’s signature is 
the distinctly modern, 
American style that she 
creates by “pulling from 
tradition without being 
sentimental.” She is 
“beyond thrilled to be 
working with a truly 
American company. As 
an American designer,
I love the freedom I 
have to draw from our 
collective memory 
of influences—the 
American amalgam— 
and create something 
both familiar and new.” 
This, Barry’s conceptual 
yin and yang, is what 
makes her designs feel 
so good. They just move 
right in and fit like a 
(designer) glove.

► 1890: Baker 
Furniture Company 
founded in Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, 
by Dutch immigrant 
Seibe Baker.

I

► 1893: Baker makes its 
first piece, a bookcase.

► Baker bougpt 
by the Kohler Company, 
known for its plumbing 
products. is drawn 

to the restrained
luxury of the

furniture designed
by the masters

of the French 
’30s and ’40S

► 1990: Baker cele
brates its centennial, 
donates an A merican 
Chippendale armchair 
to the Smithsonian.

► Famous 
introductions: 
Historic Charleston 
(1976), Williamsburg 
Reproduction (1991), 
Parish-Uadley 
Collection (1994), 
Archetype Collection 
by Michael Vanderbyl 
O995), Barbara Barry 
Collection (1996).

► For information 
about where to find 
Baker furniture, call 
6i6-y6i-7}2t.

FOR ELEGANT 
DINING

The hand-painted 
armoire ($9,526), rlQht, 
Is versatile. In the dininq 
room, far right. Art 
Deco-style lounge chairs 
($2,984) frame a gold- 
leafed cablnat ($3,432) 
and "star" mirror 
($1,311). Oval-backed 
dining chairs ($1,444) 
circle the Leleu-lnspired 
mahogany dining table 
($5,816). The hanging 
lamp Is Barry's own.
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A Star Is Born



THE GLAMOROUS
FRENCH DESIGN 

OF THE '40s IS THE
NEW LOOK OF '97

Why French '40s?
Because it's

► Elegant ►Leggy ►Sculptural ►Coy ►Versatile
• • •

...“poetic, graceful 
lines with wonderful 

movement
-BRUCE NEWMAN

NEWEL ART GALLERIES. NEW YORK

...“something totally 
new for Americans who 

want a fresh look
MERCI,
ANDREI

Chad Womack’s 
chtrry consolt for 
WIddIcomb was 
Inspired by Andrd 
Arbus. Detail, left.

-ROGER DC CABROL

INTERIOR DESIGNER, NEW YORK



MAIS OUl! This wrought*
Iron console from Hlchory
Chair Is proudly Polllorat.

...“modern without
being off-putting.

And sexy!”
•MICHAEL FORMICA

INTERIOR DESIGNER. NEW YORK

Bexley Heath's Beta dressingVIVE LA
DIFFERENCE table, above, mirrors the '40s.

A WIddIcomb chest, by Chad Womack, below.
Is as dashing and urbane as a leading man.

NAMES TO DROP
^ANDRE ARBUS (1903-1969)

Oesig^/architect; inspired hy labile Epo^se

► JEAN’HICHEL prank Pioneer in/eather

and lacquer, designed Guirlain salon ^JULES-EMILE LELEU (1S83- 
Designer of monumental decors ►GILBERT POILLERAT (1902- 

19S8) Created chairs and tables in wrought iron ►JEAN PROUVE 

(igoi-1984) Architect/designer; crazy for aluminum andplastics! ►JEAN 

ROYERE (1902-1981) Bronze tables ami space-age chairs showed future vision

► EMILIO TERRY {\8^o-\()6^)DesigyiedSurrealists’housesandfumiture



Rebels with a Cause
TWO ENTREPRENEURS

DO BUSINESS THEIR WAY

injected High Point 
with a dose of hipness. 
He supplies stores like 
Pottery Barn and 
Anthropologie, to 
which a new generation 
is turning when it needs 
comfy upholstery. “Our 
customer likes to deco
rate from flea markets, 
but it’s hard to buy sofas 
at them," he says. Gold, 
a former Bloomingdalc’s 
buyer, has learned that

shoppers always touch 
the arm of a sofa and 
check the price before 
sitting down, so he has 
put extra padding into 
the arms of his and kept 
prices in the $1,000 to 
$2,000 range. He also 
knows that people love 
to lounge. “We design 
our sofas for lying 
down," he says.

He has such a close 
bond with his fifty

retail accounts (who 
are promised thirty-day 
delivery) that he can 
leave the following 
message on his voice 
mail: “If you’re calling 
to badger me about our 
shipping, please don’t!
I cannot make another 
return telephone call 
to have somebody 
harangue me.”

Who else in High 
Point would do that?

A Lulu of a Deal
else would have a 
showToom espresso bar 
called Cafe Lulu (after 
his pet bulldog?
Who else would show 
a ps)’chedelic fabric 
collection called LSD 
(for “Lively, Simple & 
Decidedly Cool”)?

Since setting up 
shop in 19S9, Gold has

FILLING THE GAP
Mitchell (lold has more 
chutzpah than anyone 
else in High Point.
Who else would name 
something the By 
George sofa (which is 
eerily similar to the 
classic English ones sold 
by George Smith for 
twice the price?) Who



Retailers swarmed over the unique Imports at homeBrand, 
an offspring of New York's ABC Carpet & Home. Buying 

Chinese lacquer and Indian marble at High Point was easier than trekking to Asia.

MAIN STREET 
MARKETPLACE

It Takes a Village
he had ihe audacity to 
push imports.

“I’ve been going to 
High Point for years, 
and I knew what was 
missing,” Cole says of 
his new wholesale con
cept. The opportunity 
to take fresh merchan
dise back to their stores 
(instead of having to 
wait four to six months 
for deliveries) drew 
throngs of retailers like 
Pederated Department 
.Stores, Marshall Field's, 
and Domain, and turned 
his showroom into 
High Point’s hot spot.

While the hullabaloo 
was generated by the 
antiques and few-of-a-

kind native crafts 
(which you wouldn’t 
be surprised to find at 
a SoHo gallery, but 
which seemed especially 
exotic in North 
Carolina), 8o percent of 
homeBrand’s merchan
dise is new and can be 
reordered. “Our image 
at High Point was just 
the opposite,” admits 
Wendy Chaikin, chief 
operating officer of 
homeBrand. But even 
new items—antiqued 
porcelain pieces (“with 
cracks and rust stains,” 
notes Chaikin); parch
ment (“also known as 
paper”) flowers; teak 
birdcages; metal garden

furniture—have the 
aura of being unique.

The company is 
also courting small, 
traditional American 
furniture stores that 
can’t afh>rfl to send buy
ers to the Far F^st and 
whose customers have a 
yen for ethnic merchan
dise. “People now see 
their homes as shrines to 
their pasts and futures," 
says Cole, who hopes to 
capitalize on this attitu- 
dinal shift. “Decorating 
is nowhere as important 
as collecting.”

Cole allow's that 
homeBrand also func
tions as a way for ABC 
to rip itself off before

others do. “So many 
retailers come to our 
store and get ideas.” 
he says. “But the 
ideas behind what’s 
in the store now were 
generated eighteen 
months ago. We’re 
offering not just prod
uct but knowledge.”

IMPORT INVASION
Pvan Cole is a modern- 
day carpetbagger. 
President of ABC 
Carpet & Home, the 
gargantuan New York 
City furniture store, 
Cole arrived in High 
Point with eight 48- 
foot-long trucks filled 
Nvith antiques and 
artifacts from Asia.
He rented a storefront 
showroom on South 
Main Street, and started 
selling everything from 
Chinese red-lacquered 
cabinets to Indian 
marble bread bowls on a 
ca-sh-and-carry basis. In 
the heart of a made-in- 
America metropolis.

POINT OF FACT

luich markti 
tlraw.s about

70,000
visitors

alino.st a.s manv 
as tiu- .Statue of 
lahcrtygt-'ts in 

the same periotl

'03



In a Classical Mode
TWO DESIGNERS MINE GOLD

FROM A TRADITIONAL VEIN

{

HIcKory Chair's Maunt
Varnon Collaction
includes, from left. ■
side chair ($15t), a bow
front chest ($2,023),
a Mary Ball wimj chair
($1,696), a piecrust
table ($1,165), and a
tea table ($1,013). AH
upholstery is Brunschwiq
& Fils's Chinoiseric i
l'am4rlcaine. Desiqn
director Merrill, below.
sits in a Philadelphia
winq chair ($1,244).

Mario Buatta did forPrecision Toile chintz, Merrill may
do for toile dejouy;

Washington might have the Mount VernonMOUNT VERNON,
coveted, are a mahogany Ciollcction is awash inWITH A TWIST

To keep tradition oxbow chest, a Nelly Brunschwig & Fils’s
alive, you must subtly Custis footstool, and a new Chinoiseric k
recalibrate it. The best I’americaine. “Classicslipcovered Mary Ball
ufKlating is sometimes Sth-century furniturewing chair.
backdating, as in the “We’re known as designs are timeless,'
lively additions Hickory traditional specialists, says Merrill, “but they
Chair has made to not jumping from one take on a fresh look
its Mount Vernon trend to another,’ when combined with a
Collection. Among the says William Merrill, documentary toile.” This
most eye-catching Hickory Chair’s courtly is match without mix.
pieces, ones that Martha director of design. What and it works a charm.
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Russian Empire
Widdicomb line 
continues to expand.

The handsome 
pieces are not meticu
lous reproductions (the 
originals are circa 1770- 
1830), but what Womack 
calls interpretations. 
They're not knockoffs: 
made in small quanti
ties, they are carved by 
hand and have individu
ally selected veneers. 
“This is the closest 
thing to one-of-a-kind 
furniture you can get,” 
says Womack. No won
der the prices are steep.

Like the furniture 
that inspired them, 
Wddicomb's pieces 
are distinguished by 
details—delicate inlays; 
brass feet on an 
occasional table; a brass 
lion’s head ring pull on 
a chest; a raised-wood 
gallery on a console.

Fine reproductions 
have a noble history: 
some 19th-century 
copies are now prized 
antiques. In the 21st 
century, collectors may 
say the same about 
Womack’s designs.

CZAR POWER
The sun may have set 
on the Russian Hmpire, 
but not on its furniture, 
(^had Womack, 
design director at John 
Widdicomb Q>mpany, 
has been interested in it 
since before the collapse 
of the Soviet Union.
At overseas auctions 
and flea markets, 
Womack discovered a 
“huge interest in Russian 
antiques.” In 1987, 
“finding Russian- 
inspired design scarce 
in the United States,
I dared to develop a 
collection.” That dare 
paid off: the market 
for Rus.sian Empire has 
flourished, and the

ATTENTION 
TO DETAILS

WomacK, left, stands 
next to side chairs In 
Alexander Fstyle made 
of hand-carved cherry 
with Qllt detailing 
($2,575). The Gothic 
Revival-style console, 
below, has a faux marble 
top, raised overlays, and 
tapered, beaded legs with 
brass sockets ($6,950).

POINT OF FACT

S8.3 billion 
of upholstered 
furniture will 
be shipped 
this year. 

That’s double 
the space 

shuttle's '97 
budget

FANCY
FOOTWORK

"There has always been
a certain taste level
for Russian furniture,'
says Phillips Hathaway,
director of European
furniture for Sotheby's
New York. "Now there's
a broader selection.'
Cherry tables, right,
have faux marble tops
($2,550/each); left,
cherry chest with brass
details ($5,190).



In a Lather Over

A classic sofa takes
a racy turn when
upholstered In fire*
endine red leather.
This Mount Vernon
Camelback Love Seat
($2,900) by Hickory
Chair Is shown in the
color Wardance and
has a mahogany frame.

Red is the great clarifier- bright, cleansing, and 
becoming bored with red—it would be like

a

o6



Leather PURSUING THE 
PERFECT SECOND SKIN

SEEK AND GO HIDE

revealing. It makes all other colors beautiful. I can’t imagine 
becoming bored with th© person yOU lov© -DIANA VREELAND



In a Lather Over Leather
■ Nubuck is a pure 
aniline leather sanded 
down for a nappy, suede
like finish. Vulnerable 
to stains, it should be 
sealed at the factory
■ Protected anilines, 
also known as semi
anilines, are made of 
splits—the layer 
remaining when the top 
grain is removed from a 
hide—or from top-grain 
leathers marred by scars 
and irregularities. These 
“corrected” leathers are 
dyed, touched up with 
buffers and pigment, 
and embossed to give 
the impression of a full 
grain. Protected aniline 
finishes offer good 
resistance to stains and 
scars, but can look flat 
and monochromatic.
■ The best protective 
treatments are soaked 
into the hide during 
the dyeing. Spray-on 
sealants applied after 
coloring can rub off

IN THE BUFF
“There is a movement 
toward living with nat
ural materials," observes 
William Merrill, 
director of design at 
Hickory Chair Co. 
“Cotton and linen are 
big, and leather is 
very much part of this 
trend." Durability 
(leather can last four 
times longer than fabric) 
and rich tonal variations, 
coupled with technolog
ical advances that yield 
larger, suppler hides, 
have made people wild 
for leather upholstery. 
Here’s the skinny:
■ Pure anilines are 
top-grain leathers dyed 
all the way through for 
depth and intensity of 
color. Valued for natural 
tonal irregularities, they 
can fade in sunlight. 
When a protective 
finish is applied, they’re 
known as pull-up 
leathers, stretching over 
furniture without 
losing suppleness, 
sheen, or tone.

A

MEMBERS OF
THE CLUB

Th* Paris sofa ($5,662),
above, from the Barbara
Barry Collactlon tor
Baker Furniture, takes
a more modern approach
to seating by replacing
old-fashioned tufting
with channeled leathi
welts, tapered square
legs, and oversized
naliheads In silver.
The leather wing chair
($4,293). left, from
Century Furniture,
combines leather and
a 100 percent, cotton-
plaid print.



GIHME 
SOME SKIN It’s easier to decorate 

with I Gat her. You don’t worry 
about patterns that will

go out of fashion

a

► Unlike fabric, 
leather is sold by the 
square foot. It takes 
at least square feet
to cover a sofa, }o 
for an ottoman.

JOHN BLACK► Because of its 
strength and large 
yield, cowhide is used 
for 90 percent of the 
upholstery leather 
in this country.

DESIGN DIRECTOR, BAKER

LIKE
BUTTAH

“I enjoy using exciting 
colors to give classic 
styles a new look," 
says Ralph Lauren of 
his Tuxedo sofa, below, 
sheathed In a special* 
order Palmetto leather 
($7,100). Right: Other 
swatches from a master 
colorist, Ralph Lauren 
Home Collection.
Stickley Fine Upholstery 
gives a wing chair, left, 
the soft touch by pairing 
chenille-covered cushions 
with the fine texture 
of a weathered leather 
frame ($2,750).

► To economize, some 
manufacturers use 
vinyl on the less visible 
parts of leather 
furniture. It’s a bad 
idea: leather and syn
thetics age differently.

► Use distilled bottled 
water and a clean 
white cloth to wipe 
down furniture. 
(Chlorine and residual 
minerals in tap water 
can discolor skins.)

I,



Market Forces OF STUDS
AND THE

LOCKER ROOM

LIVING UP TO
THE HYPE

< Bexley Heath, Ltd.,
had a stunning High
Point debut. Combining
modern design and
old-world craftsmanship,
the year-old company-
founded by Jim DeVries,
the energetic new FRINGE

ELEMENTSchairman of John
Wlddlcomb-showed V Many High Point
pieces for bedroom visitors wondered why
and bath, such as TV brush-fringe plllows-
cabinets and carts. The a decorator staple-were
cherry-and-maple loch- ubiquitous this market.
ers ($3,500/each), left, It's a trend that has
are made in the historic trickled down from the
furniture district of design trade to the retail
Grand Rapids, Michigan, market,” says Heirloom
which bodes well for Furniture president
the future of made-ln- J. David Simpson. But
America cabinetry. why now? "Fringe has

become more affordable
for us, so we can offer
it to our customers

ALL SOURCES, SEE BACK OF BOOK. ALL PRICES ARF APPROXIMATE.



Provincial! FinaMVi last 
fall, Mr. Smith came

below left; the Voyager, 
who'd buy eclectic 
pieces that would Imply 
he’s been to Montana 
and Madagascar; and 
the Shareholder, who'd 
want his home to look 
as buttoned-down as a 
branch of U.S. Trust.

ARMCHAIRS 
AND THE MAN

to High Point.V In High Point, sales
managers habitually Drexel Heritage intro

duced Gentiemen'srefer to their typical cus-
Home, a collection for 
bachelors: the City 
Dweller, who'd covet the 
macho leather chair.

tomer as Mrs. Smith.
Mrs. Smith loves
chen///e/ Mrs. Smith Is
tired of Franch

SMALL TREND. 
BIG NEWS

*7 During market.
Furniture Style's cover 
featured a Henredon bed 
"embellished with this 
season's hottest detail, 
nalihead trim." Indeed,

Anything sells if you put a 
brass nail on it. And the bigger 
the nail, the better they like it It was nearly impossible

to find a showroom that
didn't have some pieces
detailed with nailheads.

REFLECTED
GLORY

> Who's the fairest of
them all? For mirrors, 
it's La Barge. The thlrty- 
five-year-old Michigan 
company goes to Italy to 
produce its Signature 
Collection and travels to

WAVE OF 
THE FUTURE

-? Baker Furniture is 
reinventing the art 
of hand-planing. The 
company's technique- 
which involves attaching 
a thick, 1/8-inch veneer 
to wood and then hand- 
shaving, sanding, and 
finishing the entire sur
face-gives new wood the 
wavy feel of an antique. 
Baker has applied for a 
patent for the process.

High Point to sell It. 
Adaptations of European 
antiques (from 15th- 
century Italian to 18th- 
century Georgian), some 
of these hand-carved
mirrors are taller than
six feet. In this case, 
more Is more.

til



Twelve Chairs fS 
and Counting...

I,.

•sj

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,
TAKE A SEAT

6c their original 
occupants, the 
overdressed ladies of 
the French aristocracy, 
very well. But Chicago 
decorator Alcssandra 
Branca loves the chairs 
anyway, because, she 
says, “they're very sculp
tural and quite imagina
tive. You don’t have 
wimpy chairs in the late 
i8th century” Branca 
admires chairs as sculp
ture so much that she 
sometimes hangs them 
on the wall.

Nowhere are chairs

styles around a table, 
and covers chairs in 
dilFering fabrics. Betty 
Sherrill, who heads 
McMillen Inc., the 
New York-based interior 
design firm, suggests 
painted chairs around 
a mahogany table.
“I think they keep a 
room from being too 
woody-Iooking,”

And please, don’t 
push your chair in after 
you leave the table. 
“After I’ve gone to all 
the trouble to find a

MUSICAL CHAIRS
The light, graceful 
chairs shown at I ligh 
Point beg to be pushed 
around—not only 
within a room h\it from 
room to room. Here, 
some advice on choosing 
the best travelers.

“When I see big, 
huge people in little 
airline seats, it brings 
home the importance 
that the chair fit the 
body,” says New York 
decorator Carleton 
Varney He has his 
clients try out a chair out 
to see how it accommo-

POINT OF FACT

S21.2 billion in 
furniture sales 

are forecast for 

1997. That’s five 
times the 

Gross National 
Product of 

Iceland
m

fabric that is perfect," 
says Kirk, “I insist that 
chairs be pulled maybe 
three quarters of the

more prominent than 
in the dining room, and 
Carey Reid Kirk, a

dates their legs, their 
girth, and their height.

Louis XVI and Washington, D.C. deco way from the table, so
Directoire chairs didn’t rator, uses old and new you can see the fabric.”



I’m a fool for 
chairs. Achest

of drawers is a chest 
of drawers, but 

chairs have such
character

a THE BEST SEATS 
IN THE HOUSE

□ Upholstered arm chair 
with ivory crackle finish 
($1,499), by Pearson.
Q Tlqht'back chair 
($1,380), by Lexington. 
B Side chair ($635), 
from Henredon’s 
Registry Collection.
Q Side chair with ivory 
crackle finish ($799), 
by Pearson.
B Milling Road chair 
in steel with a cane seat

CAREY REID KIRK
DESIGNER, WASHINGTON, O.C.

($1,723), by Baker.
B Federal period, Martha
Washington lolling chair
($595), by Hickory Chair.
□ Russian Empire

m Beech side chairarmchair, in mappa
($1,459), by Century.burl ($3,246), from
m Cane*back Regencythe Stately Homes
chair ($750), In blackCollection by Baker.

Q Upholstered mahogany lacquer with gold trim.
library chair ($1,245), by Hickory Chair.

IB Shield'back sideadapted by Mark
Hampton from his chair in mahogany

($450), by Alexanderantique original, for PRODUCED AND
Hickory Chair. Julian for Universal WRITTEN BY
B Regency armchair Furniture. SUZANNE SLE5IN,

EB Rattan Trianon($1,243), by Century. DAN SHAW, KATHRYN
(B Tassied dining chair armchair ($1,350), from BROOKSHIRE, MARGOT
($715), by Lane. the Orlando Dlaz-Azcuy NIGHTINGALE. PIERRE
EQ Folding bistro chair Collection by McGuire. CANORA, JENNIFER

EQ Mahogany side chairin Iron and wicker KOHNS, LYGEIA GRACE,
($119), by Pulaski. from John WIddicomb's JULIE GRAY, JOYCE
m High-back wing chair British India Collection BAUTISTA. LESLIE
($2,400), by Henredon. ($2,000). BRENNER, AND AMY CRAIN



AS YOU CAN SEE, THE RULES OF REASON SET 
NO LIMITS ON THE IMAGINATION.

‘*Le Salon de Musique

Thr«HJgK Designers and Architects



Trevira

A rtHim for tlic* senses. A place for dreams. resistant. It s what makes these textiles so safe, even for
• Designed by Andree Putman, with the security the environment. Although this isn’t the only thatreason

of the flame-resistant textiles made of Trevira. Trevira CS and Trevira FR textiles are interesting. It’s also
And the harmony created here, by the way. because they can be used in a limitless number of ways. Today,
can also be seen in the work of many other there are already over 3,000 collections.
designers

been successfully covering Europe by keeping within 
the strict safetv standards, Trevira FR fabrics

They’ve been seen working in top offices. Brightening 
up hospitals. Staying in Five Star hotels. 
Soaring at 30,000 feet in airplanes. Zooming 

have been making their way across America. TREVIR/VFR across continents in high-speed trains. Plus, 
And now they’re both going global. ^ *€5 cruising the oceans in luxury liners. If you’d

The Trevira fibers are manufactured in know more about Trevira CS and
such a way to make them permanently flame- Trevira FR, call us: 704 480 4844

Because while Trevira fabrics haveCS

TREVIRA

COVERING THE WORLD WITH SAFETY FIBERS.
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Mariettc Himes Gomez has designed 
a Colorado ranch for hunting, fishing, riding 

and roping without roughing it
I
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FASHION DESIGNER
Ralph Lauren has one—complete with 
a tepee—but media entrepreneur Ted 
Turner has a handful. The latest status 
symbol for movie stars, financial wiz
ards, and other moguls is the western 
ranch, outfitted by a big-name interior 
designer with horn chandeliers and but
tery leather armchairs. The new pio
neers—big-city folk with a predilection 
for wide-open spaces and lots of privacy 
(1.3 million acres’ worth in Ted Turner’s 
case)—are laying claim to such attrac
tions of the great outdoors as glorious 
mountain views, secluded lakes, and 
rushing, well-stocked streams. They are 
also providing interior designers of 
these second, and sometimes third or 
fourth, homes with lots of virgin terri
tory, also known as vacant square foot
age, to be decorated.

But please don’t ask who these new 
pioneers are or exactly where their 
ranches are Icxated. They want to hop on 
their private planes and get away from 
it all. “No one w’ants to be highly visible 
anymore,” says Marictte I limes Gomez, 
a New York-based interior designer, 
who for the last twenty-five years has 
honed many long-term, multihouse rela
tionships with clients she describes as 
people with means. “Wc work with indi
viduals for twenty years, with all their 
moves and changes,” she says.

A few months ago, and just in time 
for the winter season, Gomez—assisted 
by design manager Natalie Ix)ggins— 
completed the interior of a low-lying, 
!4,ooo-squarc-foot ranch that sits on 
16,000 acres in the Colorado Moun
tains, about two hours from Denver.

The 14,000-square-foot ranch house, 
previous pages, is nestled In the Colorado 
Mountains. The sofa, covered in a chenille 
from Henry Calvin, faces the stone fire
place in the large living room, left.
The mlca-and-copper hanging lanterns 
came from Keiter-Malc4 Antiques. Wing 
chairs are upholstered In a Kravet cotton. 
The wool carpet is from Rosecore. The 
antlers were picked up on the property.
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“IT’S ABOUT FRESH AIR AN.P OPEN SKIES, ABOUT 
GETTING AWAY FROM A(lfl^ti'NETIC ENVIRONMENT

Th« unusual, Adlrondack'styla boekesst, with birch bark and twiq trim, opposita pagt, Is from tha Ntwal Art Galftrlas. Tha 1920s rag run* 
nar Is from Kaltar-Malc4. In tha living room, this paga abova, two Franch Art Daco laathar chairs, from Elian Ward Ltd., sit on a vintaga 
Navajo rug from Kaltar*Malc4. Tha sofa is uphelstarad In a chanllls from Brunschwig & Fils. Tha Panobscot canoa was found In London.

Drawing on Hollywood images of the 
Wild West—Ilopalong Cassidy, the 
Lone Ranger and 'Ibnto —Gomez 
infused the interior with lots of bold 
yet inviting allusions to the pleasures 
of frontier life. While the clients use 
their ranch only for long weekends and 
family vacations, they arc generous 
about lending it to friends. Their 
hospitality and the place’s isolation 
mean that the interior had to be com
fortable enough to feel more like a real 
home than a well-appointed hotel. But

skies, about getting away from a fre
netic environment part of the year,” 
adds Ciomez, who fell under the spell 
of the ranch on her many trips there. 
“One night when I was there,” she 
recalls, “I took a ride and saw so many 
little, furry things. It was magical."

The evening foray was probably 
Gomez’s only time off in the West, as 
she had to furnish the ten-bedroom 
house in six months, from start to 
finish, so that the clients could just 
arrive and feel completely at home.

The wood-frame house, with soaring, 
cxposcd-bcam ceilings, maple and Brazil
ian cherry floors, and chunky stone fire
places, was designed by John Diamond, of 
the BabctK’k Design Group, an architec
tural firm in Salt Lake City. The ranch is 
situated in a picturc-^stcard setting with 
iill the requisite wildlife, including deer, elk, 
licar, badgers, buffalo, and golden and bald 
eagles. And yes, a river runs through it, 
stocked with trout, of course. “It sounds 
corny, bur rhej^' like if,” says Qomez.

“It’s all about fresh air and open

'13Htnise Garden • march 1997
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In tht masUr bedroom, this page above, the bedspread Is a Bennlson Fabrics print 
with a Lee Jota plaid. Pendleton blankets from Laura Fisher Antiques line the 
headboards In the quest room, below. The cabinet, opposite page, is from Mah* 
Kee*Nac Trading Company, Lenox, MA. The chairs are from a flea market. The 
coffee table Is from Claiborne Gallery, Santa Fe, NM. Rag rug by Elizabeth Eakins, 
NYC. Lamp from The Quiet Moose, Breckenridge, CO. Sources, see back of book.

it’s quite a feat to achieve a well-lived- 
in look almost overnight.

Gomez, who has worked for years with 
clients who collect Early American folk 
art, came up with a sophisticated inter
pretation of the regional style that is 
affectionate without being conventional. 
Steering clear of what she calls “rustic 
and more rustic,” she describes the style 
as “a cleaner, clearer look, with not too 
many accessories; just the right ones.” 
Don’t think of this return to nature as 
any kind of camping out. The ranch is 
luxurious. Tt is equipped with a separate 
guest wing; living and dining rooms of 
baronial proportions; a high-tech, stain
less-steel kitchen (a cook rustles up meals 
for up to twenty-four people, three times 
a day); and ten bedrooms, the beds out
fitted with headboards upholstered in 
vintage Pendleton blankets. “We started 
from zero,” says Gomez, “but the idea 
was that the house should feel as if it had 
been there forever, without looking so 
much the part that it was kitsch.”

I lappy trails to you.
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H O M E ON ^ THE R A N
ALTHOUGH NEW YORK interior designer Madctte 

Himes Gomez insists that she’s “from the school that 

takes away, rather than adds,” she points out that her 

work “has nothing at all to do with minimalism.” Instead, 

her trailblazing approach is to highlight every detail 

and lavish attention on each of them. Westward ho!

A STAG PARTY The chandcll6r 
is made from antlers that 
caribou, elk, moose, and mule 
deer shed in early sprinq. Wall 
sconces and chandeliers are 
$300 to $5,000 at the Canyon 
Trading Post in Sante Fe, New 
Mexico, 50S-9B8-5012.

< HANDMADE Denver artisan 
Sharon Shuster Anhorn (303- 
660*7531) crafted the copper 
medallions depicting buffalo, 
above left, on the fireplace. 
They cost $2,500 a pair. 
Images from petroglyphs 
(rock Inscriptions by Native 
Americans from 1750 B.c. to 
1400 A.D.) Inspired the slate 
tiles, left. In the bathrooms.
A four-Inch'Square tile is about 
$14 from Alpine Tile & Supply 

Inc., e01*467*6575.
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< STRIPES ARE THE STAR

Tht antique 1920s chest came 
from Ann Madonia Antiques. 
The club chair is from the 
Shapes Gaierie inc. The braided 
wool ruq Is from Patterson, 
Flynn, Martin & Manges.

> THE CHUCK WAGON The 
sleek professional Kitchen was 
designed to turn out food three 
times a day for the large num* 
bers of guests, who come to 
enjoy hunting and fishing 
weekends. Planned by the 
Babcock Design Croup, it 
has stainless'steel counters, 
a commercial, six-burner Wolf 
range, a Traulsen refrigerator 
and freezer, and a wine cooler.

V WE'RE HOOKED Vintage 
rugs add homespun charm to 
the bedrooms. This one, from 
Judith and James Milne. Inc., 
In New York <212-472-0107), 
Is similar in color and pattern 
to the Pendleton blankets, on 
the headboards. These rugs 
are $500 to $800.

V DREAM ON In the guest 
bedrooms, the headboards are 
covered In vintage Pendleton 
wool blankets, from Laura 
Fisher Antiques In New York, 
212-838-2596; $350 and up

IN THE WEST TODAY, IT'S NOTII

BUT A NEWJUST A RANCH t
BREED OF HOUSE THAT'S

BEEN COMPLETELY OUTFITTED
for a full-sized blanket.

-Marietta Himes Gomez

> CHIEFTAIN’S CHAIR The 
clients liked this cotton twill 
from Kravet, with Its pattern 
of a Native American chieftain, 
but they were unsure about 
how to use It-they wanted 
to put it on a chair, but 
did not want to sit on 
the pattern. The solution 
was to put It on the 
backs of two wing chairs 
(one is an English 
antique, the other a 
reproduction by uphol
sterer Maury Shor, Inc.).
The rest of the chair Is 
covered In a moss-colored 
velvet, also from Kravet.

V LASTING IMPRESSION An

image of a stag was embossed
on the master bedroom's head
board, using an etching created
by New York artisans at Costello
Studio. Inc., 212-410-2083.
Sources, see back of book.







Judging by the portrait at the top of the stairway leading
to Ann Hatch’s sunny San Francisco living room, her mother was
a brooding woman, while Hatch, who was just twelve when Salvador Dali painted 
the pair, was already breaking free of the family gloom.

Although she comes from a long line of art collectors (her great-grandfather 
'r. B, Walker founded the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis), Hatch chose not to 
build a formal art collection, but to concentrate instead on creating the Capp 
Street Project, a gallery and resource for emerging installation artists. In the same 
breakaway spirit, she bought two adjacent Edwardian houses on Telegraph Hill, 
and asked architect Stanley Saitowitz and interior designer Federico de Vera to 
convert them into sleek, modern, light-filled spaces.

Saitowitz, noted for a Modernist style of building, and de Vera, owner of two 
San Francisco stores specializing in avant-garde art objects, approached the join
ing and remodeling of Hatch’s houses as they would an art installation: Both the 
internal staircase and the ground floor double as galleries, while vitrines, glass- 
topped tables, and other glass, wood, and steel items were made to serve as dis
play cases elsewhere in the house.

Since Hatch was determined to save the original facades, a new awning and metal 
gates arc the only clues to the changes within. Just inside the entryway, however, 
industrial steps, in an open grid-work pattern, have replaced the old staircase.

Hatch’s enthusiasm for vivid color proved invaluable to the architect in resolving 
the inconsistencies in floor and ceiling heights between the buildings. “The spaces 
had to be interwoven and we did it with color,” Saitowitz says. On the third-floor 
landing you can see—like points on a compass—green in I latch’s bedroom, a deep- 
blue wall just pa.st her son, Tim’s, bedroom, and Pompeiian red walls in her office. 
The dining room, with its huge, retractable skylights, is painted a light-absorbing 
greenish blue; and where the ceilings of the two living rooms meet awkwardly.

In th« dining room, above and right, family heirlooms such as the dining table, 
chairs, candelabra, and china are set off by contemporary pieces. The shelving unit and 
credenza were designed by de Vera. The artwork on the wall Is by Isamu Noguchi.

>30
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ft'• coffee tabic of olass, ttcci, aluminum, and Oouqias fir designed by dc Vera displays 

" qia*» wtadow, Tnt painting is by Raphael Soyar. The red armchair Is by Poltrona Frau, through Limn. 'V'
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rh. at rtaht. the paint:ng ts by Tom MarlonI and the sculpture of stacked logs, by Paul Discoe.
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Saitowitz used a wall of lemon yellow to separate them.
When de Vera became involved, midway through the

reconstruction, he was faced with a palette of disparate
colors, and an eccentric collection of French antiques,
modern art, and mementos from previous homes. He
started by diverting some things to storage, but he also
found inspiration in many of Hatch’s treasures. The Asian
motifs in the dining room rug he designed are a nod to
her heirloom Chinese porcelains. To complement a
Raphael Soyer canvas of nudes that had belonged to her
mother, dc Vera bid at auction for a similar Soyer of
clothed figures, which now hangs in the bedroom.

“Ann’s furniture wasn’t exactly my style,” de Vera admits.
To unify Louis xvi, Biedermeier, and his own creations—
such as occasional tables of glass and anodized aluminum
tubing—de Vera relied on a color strategy similar to
Saitowitz’s. Chairs from different periods were recovered
in bright colors, and in the dining room, blue velvet seats
cleverly harmonize the mismatched chairs Hatch had

Emplre*styl« backgammon table and chairs, top left, are from the
family collection; aluminum, steel and glass case by de Vera;
orange vase by Ben Cdols and Kathy Elliot. Wail Installation, top
right, Is by Donald LipskI; In front of it Is a table of Philippine
mahogany and aluminum. A 1960 painting, left, by Salvador
Dal! of Ann Hatch and her mother. In the bedroom, opposite page,
the bed and glass*and*steel table were designed by de Vera.
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accumulated over the years. The shade ot blue was deter
mined when de Vera unpacked a set of antique blue-and- 
goid china from I latch's maiden aunt.

De Vera's skill at juxtaposing diverse objects is evident in 
the living room as well. In a long wood-and-glass case set on 
slender steel legs of anodized tubing, a vase by Picasso is 
harmoniously displayed next to valuable jades and plastic 
mementos. Even a cotfee table of metal and glass is a display 
case. Through its transparent top you can see works by (lay 
Outlaw, a book by William Saroyan, and even a paper Ian 
showing a topless drag queen.

Perhaps the most serendipitous decision was de Vera’s 
insistence on converting the first door into a game room 
and a gallery where such mementos as Tim’s babv shoes and 
a dog bone in honor of Hatch’s pet, Elmo, sit beside more 
exalted items. “We didn’t want people to think us too pre- 

Hatch says, and laughs. “It’s a fun house. I’ve livedClous,
here since last March, and it is only just revealing itself

Zahul SarAAt writes for thf San Francisco FxamincT Magazine.

The sink top, opposite paqe. Is by Saitowitz. One patio, this 
paqe above, has an a1uminum-and*9lass table with dyed-nylon- 
rope chairs by de Vera. Above right. Hatch Is perched next to a 
chaise longue modeled after a design by Warren Macarthur De 
Vera poses on the top level. The garden, with a mural of shell* 
fish, and a granite bowl, right, was designed by Topher Delaney.
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David Kleinberg, of Parish-Hadley 
and architectural designer Richard Rosen 

take classic high style for a chic spin

(

THE FOYER IS ANCHORED BY a mid*19th'centurv French cabinet, above.
The Bert Stern photograph is from the James Danziger Gallery; the bouquets 
of magnolia leaves are by David Madison. The dining room, left, has an 
English Regency table that expands to seat ten. The Regency cabinets are from 
Ciancimino Ltd. In London; the rug, from Sam Kasten in Stockbridge, MA.

WRITTEN BY SUZANNE SLESIN 
PHOTOGRAPHED BY MATT HRANEK 

STYLED BY SUZANNE SHAKER
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He was not the first designer called in by a successful and urbane
young couple to decorate their light-filled, 3,?oo-square-foot 
apartment in Manhattan. But David Kleinberg, the forty-two- 
year-oid executive vice president of the prestigious New York 
firm of Parish-I ladley Associates, did not stand on ceremony.
“I presented them with a plan in three color schemes,” he says.
“One was very white, one tawny beige, and one deeper hues.
They picked the first scheme, and we never went back.”

Perfectly eclectic, suitably tailored, yet supremely detailed 
rooms have always been the bill of fare at Parish-Hadley.
Kleinberg, who joined the firm sixteen years ago and honed 
his craft while working with the late, legendary Sister Parish 
and her partner, Albert Hadley, one of the century's preemi
nent decorators, continues the tradition.

While the Upper Hast Side apartment is intentionally not 
a “put-your-feet-up kind of place,” it manages to look calm 
and unfussy “It’s formal-looking because it’s so pristine,” 
explains Kleinberg, who worked with architectural designer 
Richard Rosen, to refashion the high-ceiiinged rooms. “I see it 
as a grown-up place, not done for anyone’s pleasure except 
that of the people who live there,” says Kleinberg. That’s just 
as well, as the couple now have two young children. “When a

two-year-old runs around, there can’t be too many things on 
the table. It’s a user-friendly place.”

It is also a compellingly updated version of traditional deco
rating. “What makes it today is editing, but nor taking short
cuts,” says Kleinberg. “It’s important to make a coherent 
statement that runs from the front door to the back hall.” 

Kleinberg arranges furniture in a tried-and-true classical wav, 
dark antiques contrasting with the lightness and ethereality of 
the background. “There are off-whites and many levels of 
white,” says Kleinberg, who enjoys the minute variations of hue 
and value that give the rooms their rigorous yet luxurious look. 
The furniture—eighteenth-century Crtorgian, French ’40s, and 
French Directoire pieces—contrasts with the impressive col
lection of twentieth-century, black-and-white photographs.

Pale saddle-leather chairs, celadon suede pillows, the gold
en depth of a library sheathed in bird’s-eye maple. “These are 
contrasting textures that interest me," he says.

But what’s next, after this emphatically monochromatic 
and no-turning-back redefinition of the traditional decor? 

“Who knows?” asks Kleinberg, “I'm stumped.”
History suggests otherwise.

THE STUDY OFF THE MASTER BEDROOM, above and opposite paqe, is, says Kleinberq, “more masculine." Putty and gray hues dominate. 
The photographs above the sola (coverad in a Manuel Canovas wool) are by Ansel Adams. The rug is from Patterson, Flynn. Martin & 
Manges. The French limestone mantelpiece came from A & R Asta; the graphic Gio Pont! chairs were found at Full House.
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What makes it today is editing, but not taking shortcuts I rII



M IS FURNISHED with sofas covcred In a CoraqQlo woven silk. The antique English cockpen chairs are from Jeremy 
in London, the Khntan rugs from Lee Caiicchio, the Roman shades from Grey Watkins, and the linen draperies from Nancy Corzine.
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It's a very grown-up place,

not done for anyone's pleasure except

that of the people who live there M





RICHARD ROSEN DESIGNED the library,

this page right, with its walls lined in
bird's-eye maple. The slipper chair Is 
upholstered with a camel-hair fabric from 
Rogers & Coffigon, and the cotton carpet 
is from Patterson, Flynn, Martin & Manges. 
The king-sized mahogany bed In the master 
bedroom, above, is by Parish-Hadley. "I 
wanted a piece of furniture rather than 
a sea of fabric," Kleinberg says. The box 
spring, covered in horsehair from 
Decorators Walk, is layered with Prates! 
sheets and a cashmere blanket from 
Schweitzer Linens. The wall-mounted 
lamps are from John Boone, the carpet 
from Patterson, Flynn, Martin & Manges. 
The master bathroom, opposite page. Is 
also by Rosen, and is tiled with custom- 
made Italian mosaics. The bathtub Is 
from Kohler; the fixtures are from Czech 
& Speake of Jermyn Street: and the 
Japanese pottery from William Lipton Ltd. 
Sources, see back of book.
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WRITTEN ^BY GREGORY CERIO

PHOTOGRAPHED BY DIANNE BLELL AND EDGAR CESAR

STYLED BV CAROLINA IRVING



that seems a perfect reflection of her life and art: unvarnishedn the summer of 1992, Dianne Blell began to feel there
was something missing in her life. She had established wooden walls and floors, rough as the paths she had walked in

Africa, share space with furnishings as vivid and opulent asherself during the ’80s as an artist and a photographer in
her neoclassical tableaux. “I love the combination of theNew York. Her artwork—mise-en-scenes of dreamv
mundane and the mythic,” Blell says.landscapes populated by nymphs and cherubs—was

Like all myths, this one begins in the far recesses of time. 
The turn-of-the-century structure had been through several 
incarnations by the time Blell purchased it. In the interests of 
economy, it had been built with low, eight-foot ceilings, giv
ing the rooms a squat feeling that Blell found oppressive. She 
solved the problem by knocking out the w'alls that boxed in 
the central stairway and those that divided the kitchen and

shown at a prominent .SoHo gallery. Mer dramatic photos of 
the wildlife and peoples of sub-Saharan Africa had appeared 
in Nation^/ Geographic and other magazines. But then a 
domestic urge seized Blell. She wanted something to nurture. 
In short, she wanted real estate. “Some women have a biolog
ical clock for a child," she explains, “I had one for a hou.se.” 

That summer. Blell found her heart’s desire in a three-
bedroom farmhouse in the town of Bridgehampton, on east
ern Long Island. “It was this simple, sweet, little thing, just 
waiting for me," Blell says. From the outside, her home looks 
much like the unprepossessing, brown-shingled affair Blell first 
saw. On the inside, however, she has fashioned an environment

Thai silk pillows from Sarajo, opposite pa9e, echo the palette of 
the Harlequin Room. In the livinq room, this paqe above, 

sections of a five-piece sofa from Gotham Galleries, upholstered 
in silk from B&J Fabrics, lace stools from Anglo-Raj Antiques.
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the living room. She then removed a second-floor closet that 
sat above the stairs and put a window in its place—changes 
that simultaneously created a sense of height and brought a 
flood of light into the rooms below.

A few final renovations answered to Blell’s taste for romance. 
She added a fireplace—“a big one, with presence,” she notes— 
and, with the help of an architect friend, Frederick Fisher, 
designer! an octagonal tower. 'I'he first floor of the tower serves 
as the dining room; the top floor, which adjoins the master 
bedroom, is Blell’s take on a Victorian sleeping porch. Last, 
Blell transformed the small barn into a studio, adding a facade 
with French doors, as well as a washroom, mudroom, and dark
room. Hach addition has its own roofline, Blell explains, 
give the sense of accumulation over time, like a shanty.”

Rawness made way for romance when Blell moved on to 
the finer points of decorating. On the first floor, she says, 
she wanted “to calm the abrasiveness of the raw walls with

something formal.” Inspired by the pastoral scenes on a set of 
'Furkish sideplates that she owns, she had a friend, artist Ricky 
Clifton, decorate the living room with a pencil-p>oint, juniper 
motif, using watcr-ba.sed craft paints that do not hide the 
grain of the wallboards. iMindfu! of Blell’s taste for motley ele
gance, Clifton hit upon a pastd-shaded harlequin pattern for 
the sitting room. “It’s like something out of the Renaissance,” 
Blell remarks. “It has a magical air.”

Indeed, Blell has pulled off something very much like a 
conjuring trick. The broad contrasts of color and texture 
extend to the furniture—mainly thrift-store finds. There

In tha Harlequin Room, this paqe above, French antique 
chairs bask in the late-day sun. The daybed, pink armchairs, and 

bench were found at auctions. The room was painted by 
the artist Ricky Clifton. In the kitchen, opposite page, the light 

fixture and table were also bought on the block.

to
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are o<ld juxtapositions in the living room, where sleek ’50s 
sofas stand next to humble wooden Buddhist temple stools 
from Ceylon; in the dining room, an iron davbed has been 
covered in a lush, gold silk.

Despite such variations, Blcll’s home has a sprightly, almost 
otherworldly harmony. She says that almost without thinking, 
she has made of her house what she seeks in her art: a separate 
reality. “I believe in making fantasias, places with their own 
rules and dimensions," she says. “Here, I feel like Fm living in a 
dream—except I can invite other people to share it.”

Gregory Cerio is a senior writer for People magazine.

The antique Portuguese beds, this page above, are from Cobweb 
Antiques. A textile from Sarajo sits on a chair in the entry hall, 

left. The chairs in the studio, opposite page, are upholstered 
in linen from B&J Fabrics. Blell's photographs and a kilim 

from Kea Kilim are framed by French doors draped with muslin.
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GARDEN, OR WHAT my

wife and I have come to call 
the garden, follows a small 
winding valley on the north 
coast of the I lawaiian island 
of Maui. Half a mile or so 

beyond our property line on the seaward side the 
streambed that is the keel of the valley cuts 
through a series of shelves to the rocky shore.

In times of heavy downpours the streambed 
roars and the muddy torrent can be dangerous, 
but most of the time there is no water in the
channel at all. This part of the coast is a series of 
deep sinuous valleys. Some of these valleys still 
have their water, or a remnant of it, and the rela
tion of the watercourses to their water is the 
central thread of the history of this whole area 
since it was first settled. The flow of water in the 
channel of massive boulders at the bottom of 
our garden was certainly more constant before 
the first irrigation ditches and tunnels were 
carved out of the mountainside above here over 
a hundred years ago, and before the serpentine 
coast road was cut through to 1 lana after the 
First World War. The rural life of the Hawaiians 
had always assumed an unfailing supply of pure 
water, and when the water in these valleys was 
cut off or severely reduced the p>eople who lived 
here, people whose forebears had planted the 
ancestors of the huge mango trees that still shade 
the streambed, were forced to leave.

I have become increasingly aware of this 
region as a testament of water, the origin and 
guide of its contours and gradients and of all the 
lives that evolved here. 'Fhat was always here to 
be seen, of course, and the recognition has 
forced itself, in one form or another, upon peo
ple in every part of the world who have been 
directly involved with the growing of living 
things. The gardener whf) ignores it is soon left 
with no garden. When Alexan* 
der Pope, that happily obsessed 
gardener, urged his reader to “Consult the 
Genius of the place in all,” the primary office of 
that Genius as he conceived of it was to tell “the 
Waters or to rise, or fall.” The role of water is
inseparable from the character of a garden, and 
even its absence in a garden can take many
forms, Muso Soseki, the great thirteenth-century 
garden designer and poet, was a master of creat- 
ing the suggestion of nonexistent water with bare stones or Beyond the (K>oI, against the brick wall ofa building, were the 
steep shapes of rock, or foliage or shadows or sand. In a vegetables that he grew in front of his tent, and beside the
haunting recent book, Transitory Gardens, Uprooted Lives, by pond a section of low white wooden fence, an arrangement of
Diana Balmori and Margaret Morton about the urban gar- tires, a packing skid, and an armchair with Jimmy in it, enjoy- 
dens of the homeless, a photograph ofjimmy’s garden on the ing the place, showed what agarden could be. Jimmy kept the 
Lower East Side of New York shows the fish pond that Jimmy pond stocked with goldfish until the lot was bulldozed a few
dug in a vacant lot and filled with water that he carried by days after the picture was taken, and Jimmy disappeared,
hand through a hole in the fence, from the fire hydrant. When 1 first saw this valley and these ridges, the water I was
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Various species of palms, previous pA^es, predominate tn this part of the Merwin garden, near the sea. XJr^^hDrtR^b
bove, near Haiku,

sits within the\arden created by the writer over the past nineteen years. A visitor co'minq down the path makes iijs way between 

lush greenery, including red qiisger fiower^at left, and, at right, Crinum augusfumHiewers commonly called Queen lilies-closer
]{0m^^well^p^^ntrance. Beyon^ the te^o|^ The tops gf mango trees-the only garden inhabitants n^^anted by the Merwins.

of plants and insects, snails and birds to evolve for each varia
tion in the terrain. In the poetry of the 1 lawaiians, rain almost 
always is the rain of a particular place, with a specific character 
and an allusion to an erotic element of some story draped with 
names. Fhe garden waits for the rain, responds to it at once, 
opens to it, holds it, tiikes it up, and shines with it. The sound 
and touch and smell of the rain, the manner of its arrival, its 
temper and passage are like a sensuous visitation to the garden.

most conscious of was the sea. Seen from the house and the gar
den now, over the leaves of hcliconias and through the fronds of 
palms, it is the background, for this island is a mountain — 
indeed, two mountains—that rose from the sea and is returning 
ro it. As long as the trades are blowing from the north and east 
it is alK)ve the sea that the vast ranges of clouds build up. bring
ing to this ct)ast the rain that formed the valleys, made possible 
the forc'sts all along the mountain, and allowed particular species

I>S



But what I saw on the dry afternoon when I first picked the great 1 lawaiian Acacia boa, and the 'obi^a sacred to the 
my way toward the promontory here was the bare ridge fire goddess Pele, the maker of the islands, and the pan- 
thinly covered with long parched grass and scrub guavas danus, and the Hawaiian fan palm, the loulu, of the genus 
thrashing in the trades, and the dust blowing. I'he rising Pritchardia, which still grows in small stands in the rain for- 
notes of plovers just hack from Alaska for the winter flew est to the east. All of this area was deforested by enterpris- 
in the wind. There were almost no trees on the upper ing (Caucasians, first for grazing imported cattle, then for 
slopes. I did not know that the whole coast had been a for- planting sugar, After the road was hacked out above the coast, 
est until some time in the last century, its principal trees a group of deluded speculators undertook to transform
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rocks under the huge trees that made me want to stay and have 
a garden in this valley. But also the thoughtof having a chance 
to take a piece of abused land and restore it to some capacity of 
which I had only a vague idea was part of the appeal, and the 
day I signed the escrow papers for the land, I planted, up along 
the ridge, the first trees of a windbreak.

I knew it would be an arduous undertaking but it was also 
far more complex than I could have imagined. I did manage

these slopes into a pineapple plantation. They plowed the 
sides of the valley vertically so that whatever topsoil had 
remained until then was washed away in a few years, I 
walked down the slope through the scrub and came to the 
dark-green clouds of the mango trees, and under them, in 
the .shade, caught a glimpse of another world.

Even choked, as it was then, with thickets of rampant intro
duced weed growth, it was the shadowy streambed with its
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human conventions and conve
nience, and the human pursuit of 
that elusive, indefinable har
mony that we call beauty It has a 
life of its own, an intricate, will
ful, secret life, as any gardener 
knows. It is only the humans in it 
who think of it as a garden. A 
garden is a relation, which is one 
of the countless reasons why it is 
never finished.

What I aspire to, and want to 
have around our lives now, is a 
sense of the forest. It must be an 
illusion of forest, clearly, for this is 
a garden and so a kind of fiction. 
But the places in the garden

to find and establish a number of indigenous kinds of trees 
and plants, and I think that when I began I still supposed that 
humans could “reforest,” when in fact all we can do is plant 
this or that and hope that what we are doing turns out to be 
appropriate. Plainly 1 had been making my way toward such 
an intimation, and toward the present garden, since I was a 
small child in Union City, New Jersey, drawn by an inexplica
ble cluster of feelings to tufts of grass appearing between 
cracks in the stone slabs of the sidewalk.

In Europe, and in Mexico, wherever I lived, I tended gar
dens with no particular skill, and loved them, but most of my 
questions to do with them had been practical ones, for most 
of them were in places that had been thought of as gardens 
by other people, for a long time. It was here on a tropical 
island, on ground impoverished by human use and ravaged by 
a destructive history that I found a garden that raised ques
tions of a different kind —including what a garden really was, 
after all, and what I thought I was doing in it.

Obviously a garden is not the wilderness but an assembly 
of shapes, most of them living, that owes some share of its 
composition, its appearance, to human design and effort,

where I find myself lingering and staring with unsoundable 
pleasure are those where it looks to me as though—with the 
shafts of light reaching and dividing through the trees—it 
might be deep in the forest. Years ago I read ofgardens around 
'I'aoist monasteries in the mountains of China, gardens that 
seemed to be the forest itself into which the mountain paths 
wound and the traveler discovered that the forest at every 
turn looked more beautiful, and then it became apparent that 
the mossed stones of the path had been arranged there, and a 
turn brought glimpses of a bit of monastery roof, appearing 
like a shoulder of the hillside. Behind my own fiction is the 
fond belief that something of the kind can exist.

When we have reached a point where our own kind is 
steadily destroying the rest of life on earth, and some of us 
are anxious not to do that, our relation with the earth begins 
to be that of a gardener to a garden.

I believe that gardening, the deliberate influencing of partic
ular plants in the forest, existed for millennia before there was 
agriculture, and I am convinced that there was a measure of joy 
and magic in that relation from the beginning, something that 
probably sobered up considerably when it started to fall into

line and become agriculture.
Such considerations turn up 

around me as I try to find out 
what this garden may l>e. I want a 
garden that is an evolving habitat 
in which a balance is constantly 
being sought and found between 
the green world and provisional 
control. But I certainly do not 
want to suggest that the garden is 
an earnest duty. If I hear the word 
yardwork I avoid the subject. For 
the person who has arrived at gar
dening, it is an enchantment, 
from the daydreaming to the dig
ging, the heaving, the weeding 
and watching and watering, the 
heat, and the (continued on page
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A Formostn koa. or Acacia confusa, this pa9«, stars in the emerald scene in the lower garden, which runs along the streambed.'
Like a velvet decoration a flat-leafed philodendron grows up the tree's trunk. Among the other plantings: several kinds of small
palms, including Pinanga. Opposite page: William and Paula Merwin, top; steps f(anked by Queen Emma lilies lead to the house, below.
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TEACERr.MON^/

Mastering the perfect infusion

While music may be the universal language, tea may be a universal word: the, tee, te, cha, 

chai; even the old British slang, char How odd that a short, sharp syllable defines some
thing so comforting. You can jump-start a morning with coffee, but when you’re in 
need of serious coddling, tea’s the answer. Who’s ever heard of a coffee cozy? While tea is 
increasingly popular in America, if you want a really good cup, stay home. What passes 
for tea in most restaurants—even many fine ones—is swill. Very few match what you can

and counts among its mortal ene
mies damp, heat, and light. Tea 
should be stored in an opaque, 
watertight, airtight container. 1 ligh- 
quality tins can be acceptable, but, 
warns Helen Gustafson, tea buyer 
for Chez Panisse, and author of a 
wonderfully funny, informative 
new book. The Agony of the leaves: 
The Ecstasy of Aly Life With Tea, 
“never use one of those cute little 
decorative ones that candy comes 
in.” Ceramic containers with a 

mason-jar clamp are best, she says. “\bu know how a leaf at the 
beginning of fall is gorgeous, but at the end it has lost its zip?” 
That’s what happens to tea in an inadequate container; “It 
makes it dry and old. You must keep it in the prime of life."

Since you can buy loose leaves in small quantities, it’s easy 
to experiment; some tea stores may even let you sample a 
brew from a spoon. If there’s no tea store near you, you can 
order by mail from several well-stocked firms that dish out 
expertise as well as tea. Be bold and try making your own 
blend (my favorite: two-thirds smoky Lapsang Souchong and 
one-third Karl Grey, steeped for four minutes), I.egcnd has it 
that George V’s butler accidentally created the now famous 
Duke’s Mixture when he knocked several kinds of tea on the 
floor, swept it all up, and served it to a delighted king. Keep 
your floor clean, and you might be equally serendipitous.

do, with ease, in your own kitchen.
Before you start, bag the bag, 

along with those tea balls. Loose tea 
is messy, but its flavor is released dur
ing what is known as “the agony of 
the leaves,” when the tea swirls 
deliriously, unrestrainedly, in boiling 
water. Fill the kettle with fresh, cold 
water: it’s full of the oxygen that 
helps give tea its taste. While the 
kettle’s heating, warm the teapot 
(with water, in the oven, or on a 
.sunny windowsill), then add loose
tea. The instant the water comes to a boil, pour it over the leaves.
Experience and your taste buds will tell you how long the tea 
should steep (probably at least three minutes). Taste buds alone 
should also determine what kind of tea you buy. (“Goodness is a 
decision for the mouth to make,” said Lu Yu, an eighth-century 
Chinese scholar who wrote the first book on tea, Cha Ching.)
There are countless varieties available, from the wildly popular 
Earl Grey—a blend of black teas flavored with the citrus fruit 
bergamot—to the elegant, Himalayan-grown, first-blush 
Darjeclings that can cost hundreds of dollars a pound. Agrade- 
A tea leaf, Lu Yu wrote, should “curl like the dewlaps of a hull, 
crease like the leather boots of a Tartar horseman, unfold like 
mist risingover a ravine, and soften as gently as fine earth .swept 
by rain.” Unlike bull dewlaps or Tartar boots, tea is fragile. It 
won’t stand up to a freezer, has a short (six months) shelf life,

Opposite paqe, blankets: Pafe-qreen cashmere ($59S, Portico Home); mint-jelly cashmere ($495, ABC Carpet & Home); 
tomato cashmere ($1,200, the Aspen Collection); from top, Gropius teapot ($299. Rosenthal USA Ltd.); Triton teapot ($275), 
cup and saucer ($60, all from Royal Copenhaqen throuqh Georq Jensen); Marqarita teapot ($165, Richard-Ginori). This paqe: 

Basket ($180-$260, Interieurs); Naturalware plate ($35, Calvin Klein Home); Henry Dean qiass ($10, Takashimaya).
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This page: Cashmere throw ($1,200, Calvin Klein Home); teapot ($32, Shi); plate ($55) and cup and saucer 
($95. all from Gump’s); oak bench ($3,876, Holly Hunt New York); leather*rattan tray ($575, Hermes); 

mat ($400, Troy). Opposite page; The nearly infinite variety of breads and spreads available by mall.

MADEF^ORI / CMOTHER
Breads kissed by fire meet the ideal sweet or savory

winter’s chilly moments demand the pri
mal domestic comforts of warming tea and toast, the 
very staff of life retextured and transformed by the 
power of fire. Producers around the country are turn
ing out brave new handcrafted breads, and butters,

cheeses, and preserves, that can be shipped overnight. 
On your doorstep, the remedy for a bout of seasonal 
affective disorder appears in the form of a loaf shot 
through with figs and anise, a radiant, hand-cut Meyer- 
lemon marmalade that promises the return of the sun.
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Blankets, above, clockwise from left: Tomato cashmere, the Aspen Collection; block-plald wool ($tSO, Ad Hoc); 
olive mohair ($260) and mint-jelly cashmere, both from ABC Carpet & Home; multistripe wool ($150, Ad Hoc). 

For sourcing information on the blankets on the opposite page, see "Order It Yourself," next pages.

COCOONING
Warm envelopes for a cold snap

infancy—refinements that cannot diminish the 
blanket’s force as protection from the season, as the 
ultimate totem ot security. Then prepare a cup of 

cover. It may be woven of the cashmere or silk of tea and buttered toast. Cirab the cat. Kindle a fire, 
adulthood rather than the pilled and dingy flannel of And wrap yourself in ihe consolations of home,

WINTER HAS A WAY OF WORMING ITSELF into yOUr 

bones, your brain, your soul. Stay inside. Unfurl your 
most cherished blanket. Use it as a .shawl or total
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ORDER ITYOURSELFrUs.il
. >

ii!

3 i Sources for winter solace
4

I'EAl'O’I'S 2. AD HOC

Basketwtave, silk anJ wool 
SnS

14. THE KOKO COMPANY INC. 

35 West 36th St. 
NY.NYIOOI8
2!Z-279*IIIO

Unealmt. wool/cotion

15. ABC CARPET & HOME

Four-ply cashmtre
U95
16. CALVIN KLEIN HOME

Speckled stripe, lamb’s wool 
Sipo
17. HERMtS 

Casbmere
S1370
16. HERMES

Jacquard Chexxtl, cashmere 
ii.47S
19. AGNONA THROUGH 

BERGOORF GOODMAN 

800-218-4918 
Cashmere, xvool/angpra 
S44S
20. TSe 

800-522-2276
String and caviar, cashmere

21. AD HOC 

Multistripe, wool 
Jjyo

22. ASPREY 
Jacquard, cashmere 
ii.wo
23. AO HOC

Melange gold, wool 
5/95
24. LORO PIANA

46 East 6ist St.
NY, NY 10021 
212-980-7961 
Suede trim, cashmere 
Slr4^i
25. LORO PIANA AT 

BERGDORF GOODMAN

Cashmere
S9SS
26. D05A AT SCANDIA DOWN 

365 North Beverly Dr 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
310-274-6925
Patchwork, polarfleece 
^34^
27. PRATESI

Chain, cashmere 
$4,600

ROSENTHAL USA

355 Michele PI.
Carlstadt, NJ 07072 
201-804-8000 
Gropius teapot

ROYAL COPENHAGEN 

THROUGH GEORG JENSEN 

800-546-5253 
Triton porcelain pot

3. MEG COHEN THROUGH 
METROPOLITAN DESIGN 

GROUP AT THE ASPEN 

COLLECTION 

Cashmere, Si,2oo

e

»•
4. ASPREY

800-883-2777 
Reversible, wool

5. PRATESI

829 A'lailisoiiAve.
NY. NY 10021 
212-288-2315
Mussola applique, cashmere 
fy.yoo
6. AD HOC

Tapestry, cotton/rayon

BRAVE NEW TOASTERS SH)

233 Elizabeth St. 
NY, NY 10012 
212-334-4330 
Glass teapot

Many gadgets have been hailed 

as the best thing since sliced bread, 

but only the toaster deserves the 

distinction, for where would one be BI.ANKI-T'S
Page 160, from top

PORTICO BED & BATH 

139 Spring St.
NY, NY 10012
212-941-7722
Pashmina

without the other? Still, ever

since electric toasting coils were 

invented, there have been problems:
S90

7. INTERIEURS
114 Wooster St. 
NY, NY 10012 
212-343-0800 
Compass, wool 
S290

8. AD HOC

Block plaid, wool 
iiyo
9. INTERIEURS 

Compass, wool 
S290

bread too wide or too tall for the
ABC CARPET & HOME

888 Broadway 
NY. NY 10003 
212-473-3000

slots: bread too easily scorched or 

not crisp enough; bread too short
MEG COHEN THROUGH 

METROPOLITAN DESIGN 
GROUP AT THE ASPEN 

COLLECTION 

doo-}42-OIt9
page 162

CALVIN KLEIN HOME

800-294-7978 
Hampton plaid, cashmere

to be removed. But now, the

best thing since the best thing

since sliced bread: toasters with

adjustable slots; toasters that 

reheat without burning; toasters 

with "high lift," defrost mechanisms,
10. AGNONA THROUGH 
SUE FISHER KING

3067 .Sacramento St.
San Francisco, CA 94115 
415-922-7276 
Basketweave knit, cashmere 
Si,}$o

11. HERMES

800-441-4488
Cashmere

S1.370

12. AGNONA THROUGH 
ABC CARPET & HOME

888 Broadway 
NY, NY 10003 
212-473-3000
Double faced jersey, cashmere

13. INTERIEURS

Chenille, rayon/cotton 
^555

and cancel buttons. Best of all.

some models look like the vintage

numbers that used to burn and

mangle your bread.

Clockwise from top left: Culsinart 
Classic Style CPT-TO; Morphy 
Richards Deluxe Lidded 2-slice 
44220; Morphy Richards Dtiuxe 
Lidded 4-sllce 44810; Morphy 
Richards Classic Chrome 44760; 
Krups Sensotoast Daluxe 287; 
Sunbeam Toast Logic 3802; 
Culsinart Heat Surround CPT-30; 
Sunbeam Chrome Toast Logic 3606.

Page 164

1. AD HOC 

410 W. Broadwa)’ 
NY, NY 10012 
212-925-2652 
lattice 
$2^0
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CONDE NaST
GRANUM CHOtCe 
ORGANIC TEAS 
2901 NE Blakeley 
Seattle, WA 98105 
206-525-0051
SMILING CAT 
TEA MERCHANTS

407 North Fifth Ave. 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 
800 -440-ti;a.s

GRAND CENTRAL BAKERY 

2230 SE I lawthorne Blvd. 
Portland, OR 97214 
503-232-0575 
Solemio Bread

page i6f, clockwise 
from top left

House & Gardes’sMEG COHEN THROUGH 

METROPOLITAN DESIGN 

GROUP AT THE ASPEN 

COLLECTION
calendar of retail

LA BREA BAKERY

624 South Brea 
L<js Angeles, CA 90036
213-939-6813
Sourdou^ Baguette
Brioche
Pain de Mie

AD HOC eventSy seminars
ABC CARPET & HOME

AD HOC and presentations.
BKi.ADS

1 L \ ACME BREAD COMPANY

1601 .San Pablo Ave. 
Berkeley, CA 94702 
510-524-1021 
Pain au I.eth/in 
Pain au Kullich

STONE HOUSE BREAD

407 South Main St. 
Iceland, Mi 49654 
616-256-2577 
North (Country Bread

MARK T. WENDELL CO.

P.O. Box 1312
West Concord, MA 01742
508-369-3709
IMPERIAL TEA COURT

1411 Powell St.
San Francisco, (’A 94133 
415-788-6080
HARNEY & SONS 

Village (ireen 
P.O. Box 638 
Salisbury, CT 06068 
Soo-TEAllMIi

CROSSROADS BAKE SHOP

812 North Easton Rd. 
Doylcstown, PA i8goi 
215-348-0828 
Olive Bread 
Irish Soda Bread

AMERICAN SPOON FOODS

1668 Clarion Ave.
Petoskey, MI 49770 
800-222-5886 
Pumpkin Butter 
Jalapeno Pepper Jelly 
Blueberry Butter

BOONY OOON FARM

600 Martin Rd.
Santa Ciuz, CA 95060 
408-459-0967 
Organic lAwender Honey 
Big Sur 'X^dd Honey

CHUKAR CHERRY COMPANY

320 Wine Country Rd. 
Prosser, WA 99350 
800-624-9544 
Columbia River Tart 
Cherry Preserves

EGG FARM DAIRY

2john Walsh Bivd. 
Peekskill, NY 10566
914-7.U-7343
Cultured Butter 
Mssscoot CJseese 
Amran Cheese 
Alascaipone CJseese

SULLIVAN HARBOR FARM

PO.Box 96 
US. Rte. I
Sullivan Harbor, ME- 04664
207-422-3735
Smoked Salmon
Gravlox

Join Judy Collins and 
Roberta Flack for an 
intimate performance of 
today’s most popular songs, 
as Riviera by Buick 
presents "Ladies of Note.
This glorious "unplugged 
tour will appear in the 
following cities:

DEBORAH'S COUNTRY

FRENCH BREAD

954 West Wa.shington Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60607
312-633-4004
800-952-1400
Poildne
Country Bread

GRACE TEA COMPANY LTD.

50 West 17th St,
NY, NY 10011
212-255-2935

ff

t9

Embroidered cashmere blanket from Hermes ($3,585). 
Cedar tray ($60) and ceramic bowl ($24) from the 
Gardener. Port glasses from Riedel Crystal of America 
($52.50). For more sources, see back of book.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14

Miami Beach
Hie Jackie Gleason Theatre

THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 20

Atlanta
The Fox Theatre

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 23

Philadelphia 
Academy of Music

SATURDAY, MARCH 22

San Francisco 
Zellerbach Auditorium

FRIDAY. MARCH 28

New York 
Carnegie Hall

A portion of the pniceeds 
will be donated to benefit 
CtwcEFT. CviRF. and other breast 
cancer research organizations 
In each city.JUNE TAYLOR 

BAKING COMPANY 

424 62nd St.
Oakland, CA 94609 
510-653-2796 
Hand-cut Marmalades: 
Meyer-l^mon Marmalade 
Tbickcut Orange

For further information, 
please call 703-528-8-184.

COHDt NaST
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UNCORKED

PORTINASTORM
Tawny, ruby, vintage or non, port is the classic cold-weather libation

Though it hails from Portugal, 
port as we know it was invented by 
swashbuckling Knglish wine shippers 
who were forced to look beyond Bor
deaux during the late-seventeenth- 
century trade wars between Kngland 
and France. Legend has it that the 
wines they discovered in the hot, arid 
Douro valley were first fortified with 
one-quarter-part brandy in order to 
preserve them on the long, hot ocean 
voyage to the north. Adding the 
brandy during fermentation, before 
the grape sugar had fully converted to 
alcohol, left residual sugar, resulting 
in the sweet red wine we know today.

The added brandy contributes to 
port’s incredible longevity—good 
ports from major years can easily 
improve for fifty years and last for a 
hundred; I recently enjoyed a lovely 
1908 Cockburn in London. (Actually, 
the label had fallen off long ago— 
Sotheby’s had thoughtfully affixed a 
new label, which read, “1908 presumed 
Cockburn.”) On the downside, the 
brandy and the residual sugar con
tribute mightily to your hangover. 
Not to mention the fact that you have 
inevitably thrown back a few glasses of 
the dry red stuff and perhaps the odd 
cocktail before you get to the port. 
The alcohol level of most ports is 
around 20 percent-as opposed to a 
rough average of 12 percent for dry 

red wines—but the next day you may have a hard time 
believing that it’s not even higher. This may be the place to 
say that it’s never a good idea to pour a third glass of port, 
no matter how excellent the plan seems at the time. And 
even the second should not be undertaken lightly, particu
larly by those who hope to get lucky, or to drive home, like 
patriotic Americans, on the right-hand side of the road.

I was recently asked what a good port should taste like. 
The obvious answer is that nothing else tastes like a great 
vintage port. As with all great wines, each year and maker 
possess their unique nuances. But on reflection, I am willing

PHOTOGRAPH BY ANITA CALERO

HKE THE ENGLISH N ov E L, Vintage poit sccmed des
tined for extinction after the Second World War. In fact, it was 
hard to imagine the former without the latter— Fieldingesque, 
fox-hunting squires in their drafty dining halls getting stupider 
on the stuff, all those literary, country-house dinner parties 
ending with drawing-room purdah for the women, cigars and 
port in the library for the men. Happily, Brit lit and vintage 
port arc thriving again, and the enjoyment of port no longer 
entails forgoing the company of the opposite sex. The annoy
ing new popularity of cigars in this country can only increase 
the interest in this sublime after-dinner diversion.
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LARSON-JUHL
CUSTOM FRAMES THE BEAUTY OF YOUR HOME

A
A

■i'

A great frame does more than beautify the art it surrounds. It touches 
the entire room, addmg elegance and personal style. For the best in 
custom frames, ask your framer to see the Larson-Juhl Collection.

SHOWN:"IMPERIAL” FRAME. THROUGH CUSTOM FRAMERS AND DESIGNERS.

ADDING ARTISTRY TO ART 
WARMTH TO LIVING



drinking, like sexual segregation and 
passing it to the left, are strictly 
optional. However, decanting is a pretty 
good idea. Vintage ports throw off a lot 
of sediment, which can be disturbed in 
pouring, and which will definitely foul 
your wine if it ends up in the glass. Port 
should be stored on its side and stood 
upright a day before pouring. Decant
ing slowly is a good idea. Cheesecloth or 
a swatch of discarded panty hose can 
help catch the sediment. A common

are 1963,1970,1977,1983, and 1985. Some 
houses declared 1991 a vintage year, oth
ers 1992. The 1994s are reputed to be 
excellent and are already selling for high 
prices. I suspect this is the start of a new 
surge in prices.

For a variety of reasons, including the 
collapse of the London port market dur
ing the British recession in the early 
nineties, port prices for certain recent 
vintages have remained moderate in 
comparison with bordeaux prices. The 
magnificent 1963s are now heady in 
price, though still reasonable compared 
to the 1961 bordeaux; the 1977s, which 
generally still need time, are approach
ing or surpassing a hundred dollars a bot
tle. The wise buyer, it seems to me, would 
stock up on 1977 or the great, underval
ued 1985 vintage, which is approaching 
drinkability even as it promises to last 
well into the millennium. Prices for most 
1985s remain close to the prices at which 
they were released, in distinction to, say, 
the 1985 bordeaux, which have more or 
less quadrupled. And they are in some 
cases less expensive than the 1994s. 
which won’t be fit to drink until Cats 
stops running on Broadway or my chil
dren graduate from college, whichever 
comes second.

UNCORKED

to propose a kind of faux port experi
ence for the uninitiated. Take a Smith 
Brothers sour cherry cough drop and 
affix it to a Callard & Bowser butter
scotch with melted Godiva dark 
chocolate. Insert in mouth. Suck. On 
the other hand, there’s also a good case 
to be made for the Raisinets analogy.

What goes with port? The classic 
British accompaniment of Stilton is hard

The enjoyment of port no longer entails

forgoing the company of the OppOSitC S€X

misconception: Port will keep indefi
nitely in a stoppered decanter. Younger 
vintage ports with lots of stuffing will last 
longer than unfortified wines, but sel
dom more than a few days after opening.

Ninety-eight percent of port produc
tion goes into relatively inexpensive, 
undated wine. Vintage port is only bot
tled in those years that are judged to be 
superior by the individual houses. Some
times there is ageneral agreement about 
the year. The great years of recent times

to argue with, unless you don’t like Stil
ton. Despite the English tradition of dry 
red wine and cheese, port is one of the 
few reds that will stand up to big, aged 
cheeses. Port can be the perfect accom
paniment to chocolate. Figs are also a 
classic accompaniment. However, when 
faced with a brilliant and mature vintage 
port, it’s probably best to treat it as a 
dessert in itself It’s not as if you’re not 
going to get your sugar fix.

Some of the encrusted rituals of port

THE OENO FILE
85 CROFT. Raisinets, anyone? This 
one is ready to go. Smooth and deli
cious, with faintly pruncy fruit and 
chocolate highlights. $29.9$
65 SANDEMAN. Soft and elegant, 
ready to drink, but still well built for 
the long haul. Great with chocolate. 
$29-9f
85 FONSECA. My current favorite. A 
gorgeous ruby color combined with a 
rich, velvety texture. Sublimely sweet, 
Fonseca always seems to have brains 
i/nJ beauty. $39.95
85 TAYLOR. This is a monster. 
Iraditionally, Taylor b the Schwarze
negger of the port world. Rich and 
smoky; tannic and alcoholic. Save it if 
you can. $39.95
as GRAHAM. Also heavily muscled. 
Deep, brooding fruit. Give it time, or 
smooth out the rough edges with a 
piece of Stilton. S49.95
(All prices approximate)

Jay Mclnerney) wint column is a regular feature 
of the magazine.



Practical solutions. —s—
---------- Personal style

wouldn't you love to really do something with that apartment of 
yours—to make it a place that not only satisfies your practical needs, 
but also fully expresses your personal style?

Now—finally!—there’s a source you can turn to for hundreds of 
smart, simple decorating ideas that can transform any size apartment 
into something that really feels like home.

featuring more than 250 brilliant color photographs and written with 
ail budgets in mind, The New Apartment Book offers:
• an inspiring, room-by-room tour through dozens of apartment 

types:
• concrete advice on how to create different looks easily and 

affordably;
• stylish solutions to classic apartment decorating dilemmas (the 

cubbyhole kitchen; the dining-irvthe-living room);
• scores of “smart tips" sprinkled throughout (“To make a window 

seem larger, hang your curtain rod a few inches above the frame 
and extend the brackets on either side."):

• step-by-step instructions for 24 simple projects that will have an 
immediate impact on a room’s look and feel.
Whether you own your apartment or are Just renting: whether it’s a 

“Cozy Studio" ora “Classic 7", The New Apartment Book is an encour
aging, one-of-a-kind guide that will literally change the way you live. And 
it’s available throu^ this exclusive offer for only $24—a full 20% off 
the regular $30 bookstore price.

Introducing 
a unique, richly 

illustrated 
guide to turning 

any apartment 
into the home 
you’ve always 

wanted.

AulfRMSU

IIK

I•iX:
TO:

I
E

For credit card orders,

CALL TOLL-FREE
800-411-7354
(All orders must be prepaid)

Or send your name and address with check or mortey order for $24*—20% off the cover price of $30—plus $3.50 each for shipping and harKtIIng to: 
The Conde Nast Collection. P.O. Box 10214, Dept. 705087-270, Des Molrtes. lA 50336 
* Please add applicable sales tax in CA, CO. GA, lA. IL. KY. MA. Ml. NJ. NY. OH. Allow up to 4 weeks for delivery.



SOURCES
W H E RE T O BUY IT

OBJECT LESSON 
pa««t aS-92

COVER Seeps^ij^.
THRESHOLD PAGE 12 PUstiC tub, 
C:ranc Plumbing, Hanrcy Ave., 
Evinston, II.60202. 847-864-9777.
Park faUs fauctt. Kohkr Co., 800- 
4-KOKLER.
OONESTIC DtISS PACES 2T-4* page 
30, Telephone fables, from top; 
Maple, S189, Ametian Dimensions 
through Ethan Alien, 800-228-9229. 
Tilephone, S69, I\jtTery Bam. 800- 
9S2-5507- Maple, $189, American 
Dimensions $2,200, TTic Drawing
Room, #6 Kevin Dr.. Flanders. NJ 
07836- 201-927-1646. Black and natur
al, 82,249, Ixtrin Marsh, 212-759-8700. 
Fau* alligaror, 82,070, 
Goralnick'Iklfhaiian, 212-644-0334. 
p^es 32-36, Restoration Hardware. 
800-762-1005 page 38, Mondrian. 
800-525-8029.
SRETCHcs PACES 44-46 Sig Bergamin 
Interiors. Inc., 20 E. 69th St„ #30. 
NYC 10021.212-861-4515 Maimaison 
Anriques. 253 E. 74th St.. NYC 10021. 
212-288-7569. Tapesfty>(hn RosseIJi 
International, 212-772-2237. Fabrics, 

Dicof Fran^ais, 1006 Uxingion 
Ave., NYC 10021.212-734-0031. Sisal 
carpet, Rosecore C,arpet Co., Inc., 
111-421-7272. Lamp, hlalmaisun 
Antiques. ^X’a]|ctnering, Clarence 
House. 211-752-2890. Chair and table, 
KnoU, 800-445-5045.
■ LUEPS/wr PACES 48-52 Costa

Careyes,52-335.ioj2o;
• 035031061 ^CompuServe .com.
ANIMAL KINCOOM PACES SS-ST 
Daum New York. 694 Madison Ave. 
NYC 10021.
NATERIAL world pages Sa-60 
Available thnn^ architeas and 
<Jffignfrs. Brunschwig* Fils. 212-838- 
7878. Cowtan A Tour, 212-753-4488. 
Bergamo, 212-888-3333. Fomuij! 212- 
753'7153 Scalamandrc, 212-980-3888. 
Nina Campbell and Designers Guild 
through Osborne Sc Little, m-751-3333. 
Clarence House, 212-752-1890, R^cts 

& Goffigon I.td, 212-888-3142. Manuel 
Canovas, 212-752-9588.
CAN'T GET ENOUGH PAGE 62 WlUiam- 
Wayne & Co., 846 Lexington Ave., 
NYC 10021. NiedcDiuier. jjo Vlbosrer 
^•1 NYC 10012. Henri Bcndel, 712 
Fifth Ave,, NYC 10019, Boyd's Madison 
Avenue, 655 Madison Ave., NYC looii. 
Mxyplyzyk, 125 Greenwich Ave,, N YC 
10014. Ad ifoc, 410 W. Broadway, NYC 
loot! HiO*. 650 AladiscMi Ave., NYC 
10022. Anthwpologie, 375 W.
Broadway, NYC 10012.
ANATOMV LESSON PACE 6» India and 
Ulander, 51% bone ash ftw both, J38 
and $176.50 for teacup only,
Wc^wood, 908-938.5800. Spode, 5i«
bone ash, $8o/5-piece setting, 800-157- 
7189 Minton, 50% bone ash.

S990/teacup and saucer; Royal Crown 
Derbji 50* bone ash. S119,teacup and 
saucer; Aynsley, 51'ft bone ash, 
$i42,/teacup and saucer, all through 
CardeL 800-826-6685. Bone, $69, 
EvtJution Natural Histewy; 120 %>ring 
St.. NYC 10012.2i2-343-'"4
ONLY COLLECT PAGES 76-00 Hlgpns

CUass Studio, 33 E Quincey St., 
Rivetside. IL 60546- 708-447-17*7- 
HicH poiMTS PAGES S4-U1 lUicand 
makeup by Nancy Schall using Make Up 
Forever page 94, Mirror frame, 
#18946, $MI3 La Barge Inc-. 800-253- 
3870- O-al-back chair, #471, #i7-*79' 
GL22 (fabric), m polyester/silk. $2,207, 
from the Barbara Barry CoUeaion for 
Baker Fumiiure, «66i Monroe Ave., 
NW. Grand R^>ids. Ml 4«05 616-361- 
7321. pages 96-99. All from the 
Barbara Barry Collection foi Baker 
FuminiTe. Sofa, #821-06. #80-140- 
GR14 (fabric), in cotton, ra^-on, $6,365 
Fluted table. #3465. Sl.to' Armoire, 
#3406. Lounge chair, #460. #17-279 
(f^ric), in polyester/silk, $2,984- 
Decanter, $645; tumblers. $260 each, 
all from Lalique, 800-993-25*0- 
Candlesticks, $6o-$7S, Calvin Klem 
Home, 800-294-7978 Osage oranges. 
Zona. Bias T-shirt, silk. $319, GabneUe 
Carlson 4: Co-. 251 F- ^
10009.212-995-8063. pages 100-201, 
Armchair, The UnfotgenaWc 
CA^iectiofi. maple upholsteted uv cot
ton, S2425. FlairBettihatdt.8oo-99o- 
9857. ConsoU, $6410, The French 40s 
Ccrflection from John Widdicomb
Company, 800-845-9472 Console, 
iron/marble. Collector’s Mix Collection 
$1460, Hickory Chair, PO Box 2147. 
Hickory, NC 28603.704-328-1801. Side 
chair. $510, Thomas Sc Bairstow, Inc.^ 
1063 ftachtrec Battle Ave., Atlanta, GA 
30327.404-355-H42 Writingidresskng 
tabk, Beba Collection, $2,500. Bexley 
Heath Ltd, 8oo-954-7776 D«wet 
chest, #4«o, cherry solids, $7.250.'The 
French 40s Collection framjohn 
’CCiddicomb Company. Scarf, $90, 
GabneUe Carison A Co. Perfume bot
tle, Saint Louis, 800-238-5522. Clear 
bottles. Koh I Noor, $1,800/set of 
four, Baccarat, 8oo-777-OiOO. page 
102, All of cottoa'polyester, r»-on by 
Mitchell Gold, 800-7S9-5401. By 
Crtor^ Sc^ in multicolored stripe, 
$1,995- Ottoman, l,argc Marge Comfy 
Cwkiail Table. $550. Armchairs, 
Paiotna, $900. By George m wide 
stripe, $1,200. page 103, All from 
homeBrand, 37 E- St.. NYC 10003. 
2I2-995-212I. Clockwise from top left. 
Cupboards with windowed doors, 
$1,195. Th»«e-tier shop cupboard, 
$,.595, Cupboard with iron-grill 
doors, $995 Set of doors and 
frames, $i,795 Small cupboard. $650.

Marble dishes, from S30. Marble ani- 
mals, 5295-5895. Red lacquer cabi
nets, S695-$j495. Red lacquer rec- 
tangularsfools, S225 Red lacquer 
serving tray,, $195 Red lacquer 
round sfor^ boxes, $195 Doors 
^d frames, $,,395. Assorted wemden 
iwxes, 570/sfiuU and Ss,[^0arge. 
Vanity with mirror, $995. Cupboards 
of wooden doors, $,-95-51,595.
Animal roys. 540-580. TaJJiat tables 
of antique beds, 5795-52,395. Black 
Jatquer altar table. 52.695. page 104. 
All of mahogany and from the Mount 
Vernon CoUectioo by Hickorv Chair 
J^epplel^Futesofa, 52,064. Mirror, 
French I/xiisXVI, $1,022. Small 
square stool. S309 Back stool. $65- 
page 205, All from the Russian 
Collection fromje^ WWdicomb 
Umpany. Side chair, #5573. Console 
table, #5522. Chest, #5552, Round 
occasional table, #5567. pages tod- 
top, Love seat, HickoryChair. 
Eyeglasses. Cahw Klein. 800-294- 
7978 Dark-brown soft, mahogany, 
Baker Furniture. Chair, #3526-401! 

*f02-881.2^ (fabric), Century 
Furniture, Soo-8f2-fsf2. Cr^n sofa. 

Ralph Lauren Home Collection, Soo- 
468-3399. Chib chair, #96-9362, ravon, 
.Stjckley J'lne Upholstcfy, FO Box 4^

■Manbus, NY 13104.3J5-6S2-5500.
Swatches, frwn top, #t43-83, #155-83 
#i2i-5o. #:53-3o. #£43-60, #143-50. 
Ralph Lauren I lome Collection, pages 
iio-ttj, Lftcker, Bexlev Heath lad 
Pool towels, 540, Calvin Klein Home 

Buttles, S3.5o/each, Takashimaya. Soo- 
753-2038, .Mttnogrammed pillows, 
FCI-20, T348-j6/CDi7f-jf (fabneand 
cording), silk, S243. Century Furniture 
Solid pillou,, 9002SC85. f R £87-36 
(fabric and fringe), conon,acryiic. 5t68. 
Century Furniture PUid pillows. 
#54i-o6/#824-33<fabric fnnge), and 
#>40-2j,'#872-58 (fabric fnngc), $75, 
I-exingron Furniture, 8oo-(ix-JiVF<j 
Armchair, (;i,8265-CH, 52,760,
HrexeJ Heritage Rim/shifigs, Inc.. 800- 
916-1986. Red car. 5325, Takashimaya 
Mirror. LM0377, sihee-rmished pine, 
$1,988, U Barge Inc. pages U2-113,1. 
#1446. #8t35.j6 (fabric), beech tqjlwl- 
stered in cotton, Pearson Co.. 1420 
ProgressSt., High Point, NC 2T261 

920-882-S135. 2, ^1602-11. #677- 
Of/#88s-o6 (fabric/fringe), beech 
upholstered in cotton. 3, #1-987, 
rwton, Henredon fWnirure Industries 
800-444-3682.4, #,44,. #7697-56 (fab-' 

tic), cwton/polywter. 5, #15-479-,. #5- 
725-44 (fabric), iron iqjholsteted in cot
ton. 6. #8004-17, #597-70024 (fabric), 
mahogany upholstered in cotton. 7, 

#17-277 (fabric), in poly^ster/silk 
8. #50)2-5), #487-54 (fabric), uphol
stered in rorron. 9. #3629-45, #7348-36

(fabric), upholstered in silk. 10, 
#00936-40.07487-011 (fabric), in poly
ester blend, 1-ane Upholstery, PO Box 
849, Conover, NC 28613.704-328-2271. 
II, #44270, Pulaski Furniture 
Corporation, PO Box 1371, Pulaski, VA 
24301.540-980-7330.12, #119661. #24- 
384O-77/#30-4544-778 (outside 
fabric, inside fabric), rayon,'«>non and 
cotton'polyester-13, #36525*68, 
#70I37-34/#7i62Lii (fabrkr/welt), 
beech upholstered in silk. 14, #1738-11, 
#427-28 (fabric), cherry upholstered 
in rrron. 1$, #793-632, in cotton blend. 
$450, Universal Furniture, 800-776- 
7986-16, McGuire Furniture. 151 
Vermont St., San Francisco, CA 94013. 
415-986-0812.17, #7572, Bntish India 
Collection.
BEST WESTERN PAGES 1IT-I25 
Interior design, Gomez Associates,
Inc., 506-504 E. 74th St., NYC looai. 
212-288-6856. Architect, Babock Design 
Group, 52 Exchange H., Salt Lake City, 
UT84111. 801-531-1144. Contractor, 
DMJ General Contractors Inc., PO 
Box 707, Kfcmmling, CO 80459.97^- 
724-3742. Navajo rugs throughout, 
Kelter-Mak6 Antiques, 74 Jane St., 
NYC 10014. 2)2-675-7380. pages 120- 
121, Henry Calvin at Donghia, 212-935- 
3713. Throw-pillow fabrics, Kravet, 
8oo-64>-9068. Wing-chair fabric, 
Kravet. Carpet, Jacqueline. Rosecore 
Carpet Co., 212-421-7272. Clipper 
lanterns, Kelter-Malce Antiques.
Store display i^le.Jim Kirsheimer. 
101 Giggle Hill Rd.. Rrwinna, PA 18920. 
610-294-1092. pages 122-123, Book
case, birch, Newel Art Galleries, Inc., 
425 E. 53rd St., NYC 10022.212-758- 
1970. Blue-green potter, Goraich 
Hd., Box 38, Keystone Rd., Kevstone, 
CO 80435.970-468-2280.1,eather 
chairs, Ellen Ward. 212-427-6206. 
Antique iron lamps, Steven J. Rowe 
Antiques, N. Main St.. Newton. MI 
03S58. 603-382-4618. Sofa fabric, 
Shaipei, Brunschwig& Fils, 212-838- 
7878. Carpet, Patterson. Flynn, Martin 
A Manges. 212-688-7700. pages 124- 
125, Mah-Kee-Nac Trading Company, 
PO Box 102, l.enox, MA 01240.413- 
637-0424. Claiborne Gallery, 608 
Caimn Rd.. Santa I'e. NM 87501.505- 
982-8019. Elizabeth Eakms Inc., 2i E. 
65th St., NYC 10021.212-628-1950. The 
(^uiet Moose, 800-303-6151. Pillows, 
The PiUowry; 132 E. 61st St., NYC 
10021. 212-308-1638. Bedspread fab
rics, Centenary, Bennison Fabrics. 212- 
941-1212; WfcstfiekJ check, Lee Jofa, 
800-453-3563. Tapestry pillows. The 
Pillowry Upholstery, .Maury Shor, Inc.. 
1056 W'ashington Ave.. Bronx, NY 
10456.718-993-0200. Pendleton blan
kets, Laura Fisher Antiques, 1050 and 
Ave., #84, NYC 10022, 211-838-2596.
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The Index
25. J. Robert Scott; Oiiy the finest 
m textiles, futmiure. uid lighting gamer the 
J. Robert Scott irademitk. Designs cen
tering on luxury, warmth, and minimal
ism that are created to last. Showrooms 
in Chicago. Los Angeles. Laguna Niguel, 
New Vork, Washington. Inquiries: 310- 
659-4910. Informational newslecitr

39. Please send me all the free items in this 
category.To receive more information from our advertisers, simply fill out the form j 

and send it to Condi Nast lionst & Gardtn. PO Box 1730, Sandusky, OH i 

4487I*I730, or e*mail your request to ppOOI291@interramp.com. 

When e-mailinj;. please specify magazine, month/year, of issue and your 

name, address and daytime telephone number. Please separate each read* 

er service item with a comma.

HOME erSTERTAINMEHT

40. Bose* LiPEsrTi.E* 12 Home 
Theater System: Outstanding sound for 
musK or movies Five (my cube speaken plus 
Acouatimass* module, simple remote (hat 
works ihiough walls, AM>FM radio and CD 
player. For a ftee booklet, call HIXI-444-BOSE, 
ext. 970.

26. MCGUiRC: AkCfaiirr FaTesara 
lOO-page bnuk. 145 color ybticc^r^ihs ksturuig 
our classic collection of the premier tartan furni
ture and special<oUectiuns designs. Price: SI 5.

27. Michael Taylor Designs: A new 
fiil-cDkir brochure on the legendary furrurure 
designs of Mahad TzyScr is available fet S5

KITCMEii. BEB * BATH4BT B BMTiaUBB 13. Summer Hill Lto.: Custom iqibol- 
stery and original wood pieces as well as unique 
&brics and wall coverings. Order through the 
trade fumitutt carali^. available foe $55.

14. Wools of New Zealano: Dtcorwool 
brand carpets combine the latest tones, pai- 
lems, and textures with the classic beauty, 
comfort, and practicalicy ofNew 7,ealand wool. 
For a free 30-page brochure feaiiiring 
Decorwool carpets, call 770-952-1192. 
http:' wwwjwtbnrttizwnl

15. Please send me all the free items in this 
category.

41. ANICHINI: Amenci's premier importer of 
fine Icalias bnens and furnishings for the bed. 
bath, aod table, as well as fobeks by the yard.

I. Reo Baron's Antiques:
Auctioas and retail featuring important 
architectural antiques, decorative arts, 
and cotkciibles. including fine furniture, 
sculpture and statuary fountains, chande
liers, and more. Free color catalog, 404- 
252-3770.

28. THE Platt Collections: The 
Foliage Bedroom-elegance that's foesh, casu
al. and confident. The collection includes 
rour-poscer beds, steigh beds, nightstind, 
armoire. bachelur chest, and dresser.

42. Dacor: ‘Touch Top-(ETT) features an 
innovative command center that puts ccKiking 
precision at your fingettips. Ccxikiop is the 
ultimate in design suphisiicacion, with just nne 
smooth easy-to-cican piece of beautiful ceramic 
glass. Four- or five-element models are avail
able in black or white. FREE.

SIUU& 29. RocHE-Boaois; The inccmaticnal coUec- 
cxxi <i OKkaive, ctxmTqxmy funiiute is pte- 
semdma lUO-pagefoli-colorcMalog. Exiting 
new cpoctpB in feather and &bnc seating, wall 
syscemL msiUe and cuned ghz cables, hedmem 
andebning rootniiiminse

2. Crystal Cruises: Voted 'Efest 
Large Ship Line' by readers of Cmdi tiast 
Traitler. Enjoy Six-Stai service and 
worldwide destinactocts Gimptimeniary 
bitxhure. 800-820-6663.

43. DYNASTY Range: Dynasty's new 
Domestic Chef line fits petfecily (foonc in back) 
with all standard kitchen uduntts. These units 
come in widths cf 30', 36*. 46' and 60', with 
convecTKo twens being standard They’re idea] for 
reiilacing existing ranges, remodeling, and new 
construction.

POR THE FAMILY

30. Please send me all the free items in this 
category.

DECORATIVE ACC888QBIM 16. Little me: Quality sleepwear and lOCKF 
uittun playwear chat captures the uniqueness and 
whimsicalicy a baby's world For a free Little 
Me postcard and the name cf a retailer neatest 
you. caU SKV553-KIDS

3. Bolae': For the past 21 years,
Bolae' has been the benchmark for origi
nal. creative, unique glass acxi crystal are- 
wotk. This creative team is now expand
ing Its creative wings to include works in 
metal and inlaid stone.

a*wt>«aiiM« 44. Jenn-Air: Offers a full line of iiuiavative 
kitchen appliances under four sophistKated ban- 
nets: the sleek, iiuegraied ExptessioRS colfecTion. 
the high-fgtfotnmxt, stainless steel Pro-Style 
line: the stylish Designer line, and the stunning 
new Blue Creek bne. SOO-JENN-AIR

31. GARDEN ROSE COUNCIL: The(iatden 
Rise Council <C»RCj reptesems over 90T of the 
nation's garden ruse bu^ production. The 
council was formed in 1995 to promote and 
market the ^tdtn rose industry; and increase 
pubbe awareness thnxigh advertising, puhiu 
leluions, and education. Garden rav means all 
field-grown roses harvested and prepared for 
distnbucicei in the U.S garden lose madeet.

CyMKXUHi
17. Baker Furniture: The beauty and 
romance of CJtarlescon's past live again in 
Baker's Histone Charleston Collectkin This 
extensive collection has a versatility of use and 
style appropriate for todays living environ
ments Seventy-two-page catalog, $K. Call 
600-59BAKER

4. Great City Traders:
Detoracive acresscM'ies and gifts for the 
home arc available through selected inte
rior and hume-fumishings design studios. 
For the name cf a resource near ytxi, 
wme: Great City Traders, 537 ^evenson 
Street. San Franeixo. CA 94103-1636.

48. KOHLER BATH & KITCHEN IDEAS:
A inmplece sec of full-color product catalogs 
covering baths and whirlpools, showers, lavaco- 
nes. toifefs and bidets, kitchen and entertain
ment sinks, faucets, and accessories. 
800-4-KOHLER. ext. KR3. Kohler Co. $8.

HOME DRWiisai MaT.MiaLe

18. Bernhardt Furhiture Company:
Bemhaidi, tumiiure makers since IK8V, showcases 
the art cf fine crafosmansh^ with efegant bediuun. 
dining mom, anJ living rourrt formrure in styles 
ranging from iniduiooal to contempetaty. A vari
ety cf case-goods lolfeawns feature fine carvir^ 
and lutemus ftaixi-finishcd veneers. The Napa 
Valley brochure may be purchased for $11). For 
more informatxn, odl toll-free 8(Kl-990-985'’

32. Andersen* Window a Patio 
DOOR library: Whether you're building 
oc remodeling, the Andersen Litvary has 
liceraiuie foil cf facts and tips to help you 
make the smart choice in windows and patio 
doors. Just call 800-426-4261, or visit our 
Website at http://www.indeisenwinduws.cam.

B. Larson-Juhl: Larsun-Juhl 
Custom Frames add artistry to iii, and 
warmth to living. To learn more about 
how custom frames can beautify your 
home, visit your custom framer or call 
800-886-6126.

46. Martex: Fix the Mairex retailer nearest 
you or for one of our helpful guides to selecting 
and canng fee sheets or towels, please call 800- 
458-3000. And look us up on the Internet at 
www.mittexhome com.

47. Phvlrich international: 
Manufacturing decutacivc plumbing fixtures 
acrording m cur cbenc specifKaiwns since 1959. 
A11 of which are covered by our lifetime waitanty

48. SiEMATic corporation; Thi Simatn 
Kiiiim Book is 152 large-format pages filled 
with exciting design ideas. Lush photc^ra{4(y 
features Siemaoc's inienutionally known cabi- 
neiry. $17.50.

49. TOTO Kiki UB A: Toco bath futures are 
unequaled to pccfortnance. ptooeenng io 
design, like die water-saving ooe-piece 1.6 gpf 
Prominence coslet-powerful. quiet, efficient; 
the Zof. ergcxtomiciUy sculpted seat with 
biuli-in bidet, wanner, and dcodonzer: and 
Cera ulcrecootemporary lavatories

6. Steuben: For nearly a century, the 
master gUssnukers and designers of 
Steuben have been crafting the finest 
crystal into gifts of rare and timeless 
beauty. Seasonal cacali^ $2. Full-color 
annual catalog $’’. Call 800-424-4240.

33. Becker Zetko: Becker Zeylm 8 high- 
eod custom-built Gentian cabinetry. Full cus- 
com-oobr flexibility m over 180 diderent door 
styfes. Maienait us^: laminaKS, acrylks, 
pckyutechanes, veneen, and solid woods like 
spruce, aider, forth, beech, pine, and oak 
ERvironmencally friendly and 1009F lecytiabfe

19. The Bombay Company: A colleaioti 
of casually elegant wood and metal home foc- 
nishmgs, all affiirdably priced. CaII 800-829- 
77R9 fbr a catalog $1.

7. THE STIFFEL LAMP COMPANY:
StifiH cnatES a foil line if Urr  ̂and l^x^ 
fntufts to bring beauty s> any dote. For a ^ 
brochure cf our saquishe table and 8ixr femps, 
and wall and ceiliag frxtuRS, all 888- 
9I1JGHT1888-915-4448).

20. Brown Jordan International:
Brown Jordan, known for classic and contempo
rary casual outdoor furniture, recently intro
duced the Brown Jordan “In Home" Collettion 
featuring metal and indtxir furnishings.
To restive out Signature CodectKxi catalogs, 
write: Brown Jordan. Marketing Services, 9860 
Gidley Street. El Monte, CA 9P31.

34. California Closets: California 
Closets offers a complete range of quality 
closet, pantry, garage, home cfTice, and 
ocher storage solutions designed to SIMPLI
FY YOUR UFb. For a free beochure. call 
800-336-9174.8. Please send me all the free items in 

this category.
35. Marvin Windows 8 Doors: For 
more information about Marvin Windows 
and their entire line of over 11,000 stan
dard sires and virtually unlimited custom 
capabiticies. please call 800-346-5128.

21. Customcraft: Customcrafe has been 
an mnovuive leader in the design and manu
facture of fine funiicuie for home and office Ifo 
over 33 yean.

CAIUS&
BO. Waterworks: Waterworks offers a 
new 65-pAge color catalog featuring its entire 
colleciton of bath fittings, accessories, sinks, 
toilets, barht^, and kitchen and bar products 
These pieces are classics of bathroom design, 
beaurifolly proportraoed and exquisirdy fin
ished. Waterworks prodms are produced in 
small fectories and by individual anisans able 
to achieve a level cf quality and refinement of 
detail chat simply cannot be dupiKaced by 
mass produnion. For more information, please 
call 800-89-WORKS. Qtalog 110.

9. Classic revivals. Inc.; To the
trade only. A rich and varied eclecck mix 
of historic and classic, modern and tcadi- 
tional European fabrics, wallpapers, and 
trims

22. CTHAN Allen: Inteion, I 52 page, foiK- 
color magazine, features the exciting range of 
furniture, uffiolstrry. »d accessories available at 
Ethan Allen today Whether you like cooceinpo- 
rary or ctassK, youU find something chat is just 
right for you.

23. Grange; Fme French home fomishings 
for the bedroom, dming room, and living room, 
with upfiobcety and occasional pieces suited for 
today's style cf Lving.

24. Guv chaddock A CO.: GuyCh^kkii'k 
Sc Co. manufimires a complete line ^ country 
English and Ftench fomishings for tesidemia! and 
office. For trade showrooms and stocet, call 803- 
395-5960

36. Pozzi Wood Windows a patio 
doors; Poazi wood windows aod patn 
doon are handcrafted in Bend, OR. For mote 
infonnatton and a free ptodua catak^. call 
800-257-9663-

lO. TREvira FR/CS: Flame-resistant 
fabrics came in a wide variety of fabric 
weaves, colors, and prints (ot drapery, 
bedding, and iqfiolsiety. 37. Svlvania: Sylvania home lighting 

products provide an inexpensive way to cre
ate moods, highlight decor, improve security, 
or make environments warm and friendly.
For a free home lighting guide, citcie *37.

38. VELUX America, Inc.: TheCmp/eit 
Gkub u Rttf 'i'lndctii and Skylights. Create 
light-filled spacious interiors in new home 
and remodeling projects with VELUX Rotf 
Windows and Skylights Free full-color 
guide is filled with design ideas to brighten 
every room m your home with natural light. 
Write or call toll-free. 800-28.3-2831.

11. Please send me all the free items in 
this category.

51. WK Ohs; Elegant “Old World' kitchens 
offered in nine European and Amencan classic 
and country stylings. Truly fiuniturelikel 
Offered in a variety of warm, aged finishes. 
Twenry-four-pageeolof brochure, $5.

52. Please send me all the free items in this 
category.

..awiiwA vata.i
12. Hdkanson incorporated:
Designers Bid manufecturm cf custexn-made 

and carpets that cm be made m almat 
any sue. shape, coior, or combuBUon of cokxs.



44->“i-^o-99<o. James Daiuigcrtiallery, ijo Prince 

St.. NYC looii, 212-226-0056. Flowers, David 
-Vladjson Monkultural I>esign, 2iq li. 60th .St.. NYC 
■0022. 212-421-K110. Chest, .Michael l2ither. 44-171- 

pages 146-147, Henry Calvin at DrMighia, 
212-9.55-3713. Armchair fabric. Marco’Iweed.
J. Robert Scott, 800-322-49:0. Library curtains, 

Nancy Corzinc, 305 E. 6.3rd St, NYC 10021,212-758- 

424O. (kifFcc table, stone iron, 1 loUv Hunt New 
York. 2i2-“55-6555. Panerson, Hvnn. Martin 4c .Manges, 
212 688-77CX). A4c R Asia I.id., 1152 zndAve., .NYC 
10021 2i2-~5o-3364. Full House, ittWxister St., NY(i 

10012. 212-529-2298. pages 148-149, Armchair fabric. 
Caprice Plaid, Nancy Corzine Wool n^, Sam Kasten 
Handwvaver. Grey Watkins, 211-371-2333. Riiiiml table, 
mahogany, Malmaison Anticiucs, 253 E. 74th St.. NYC 
10021. 2I2-2S8-“56vj. Square side taldc, Chastiser 
Hodsoll Ijd.. 44-i“i-730-33^o. lee ('.alicchio. Ud.. 134 

F -oth St.. NYC 10021. 2i2-7i7-44i~.!ercmy I.tiL, 
Dindon, England. 44-1-1-81.3-2923. library carpet, 
Patterson. FIv-nn, \lartin & Manges. Camel-hair fab
ric, Rogers 4c Goftigiin Ltd. 2I2-X88-.3242 pages 150- 

151, lliithriKim rittings.'hcared towel bar, ('.zcch & 
Spcake ofjemiyn .Street, through Waterworks, 800- 

899 -675-. Shower glass, Nippon Eileciric (iUss Ltd., 
8oo-“33-9559 William Lipton tad.. 2- E. <>ist St.. NYC 
10022. 212 -51-8131. IVtcr-SclmcKJcr’s Sons & f xi., Inc., 
ihrouf^i Dtforators Walk. 212-319-7100. Schweitzer 
linens. 1132 lexingtonAvc., .NYC. icxizS. 212 249-8361. 
lYatrti. 829 .Madison Ave...NYC. toon. 212-288-2315. 
DVEfTS HAND PACE$ 146-151 Anhitect, Frciieiick 

Fisher 4c Fanners. Architects, 1224X Santa Monica 
Blvd.. !/>s Angeles, C..A90025. 3io-820-Wv8o. Builder, 
Rkh Reinhardt. 1*0 IJot 60.3. laurel. NY 11948.516- 
*98-58.3-. Ibanne Bkll represented hv- Izrti ( anrlli 
Gallery, 420 W Broadway. NYC 10012. 212-431-5160. 
Walls, paintctlhy Ricky Clifton, 216 E i-thSi., NYC. 

10003. 212-6—-5320. Upbolstety, Ckcc Nic. '18-397- 
5601 pages 138-139, Pillows, Saraio. ‘>8 Prince St., 
NY( 110012.212-966-6156. Bench fabric, B&J Eabrics, 

26.3 W. 40th St.. NYC 10018, 212-354-8150, Sectional,

(•otham Galleries. 800-371-5404. Stools. An^o-Rai 
AntHfues. 212-689-3437. By appcuntmeni cMtb. Bases, 
Sarajo Mirror.John RosselL International, 212-772- 
2137 pages 140-141, (x>ffee table. Battle Iron 4c 
Bronze, ill Ma(^ Ln.. 1*0 Box 1572, Bridgehampton, 
NY 11932.516-537-2193. Armless chairs. Cobweb, 116 
W Houston St., NYCi toon. 212-505-1558. Light fix
tures, Bowery lighting, 132 fkiwery, NYC 10013.212- 
941-8244. (Chairs, Stone Road, 318 \fontauk Highway. 
V(ainscon.NYii975 516 53'-5656. pages 142-143, 
Kea Kilim, 718-636-9205. By apptnniment only 
TEA, TOAST, AND BLANKETS PACES 160-167 page 
i6i. Basket, Interieurs, 114 Wboster St., NYC 10012. 
212-343-2201. Glass, Takashimaya, 800-753-2038. 
Plate, C'.aKin Klein Home, 800-294-7978. page 161, 
Bench, Garrigue, $3,876, Holly 1 lunt New York, 212- 
755-6555. Gump’s, 800-766-7628. Hermes, 800-441- 
4488. Mat,Troy. i38(treeneSt , NYC tooi2.212-941- 
4777. Holder, S185-S325. Hcjtel Silver at Betgdorf 
GtKKlman. 800-218-4918. Fork, S65.Takashimaya. 
Spoon. S600. TW MueWing. 4- Greene St., NYC 
10013.212 431-3825. pages 166-167, Moephy Richards. 
8oo-_323-9309- Cuisinan, 800-726-0190. Knips, 800- 
516-5377. Sunbeam, 800-597-5973- Ihc Gardener, 800- 
642-1859. Ritdcl Crystal of America, 800-642-1859. 
PORT IN A STORM PACES 16B-I70 From left, 
WiUiam i\’-period port glass, crystal, Si,500,James 
Robinson, 480 Park Avc., NYC 10022. 212-752-6166. 
Ruth and ('aruline glasses. S23, S62. William 
Yrowatd, 800-818-8484. George Ill-period pon 
glas.s, crystal. S2.750,Jamcs Robinvin. Genova, 
cry.stal, S130, liaccarac, 800-777-0100.
E ANOTHER THINC PACE IT6 Ixrad dog, Sl.SoO, 
Trcillage, 418 E '5th St., NYC 10021. 212-535-2288. 
PHOTO CREDITS pages 17-18, Ai'4cTArchives, pages 
70-72, G. P Putnam & .'sons, NYC. page 80, 
CzHirTe'ivT'NP Archives.
ihc prrcedii^t is z list of some of the products, manufaciur- 
trs.divirihutors. tetzilers. and zppioiimzTr list prices m this 
luuc ut /{mse & Garden. While ezttemecare is taken toptn- 
vkJc corrm mtiirmatinn, Hrtnn ^Gan/n ranniit guaiimer 
infiirnulion received (rnm the sources. All information 
should he vcnfied befurc ordering an) item Antiques, ooe-of 
a kind pieces, dueontinued tienu, and pcrumal coUecuuns 
may mx be priicd, and some pikes have been excluded zt ihe 
request of the homeowner.

Table lamp, Hi^ (kMintrv Accents, 265 Pbarl St.. 
Jackson Hde.WY 83001.307-'’34 1301. Wall sconces. 
The Quiet Moose. I looked rug, Judith &Jamcs 
Milne Inc . 506 E. -•5ih Si., NYC 10021.212-4-2-0107. 
Drawers. Coming to Amcnca, 2'6 lafavette St..
NY'C 10012.2I2-343-2968.
TRADE SECRETS PAGES 126-127 Striped chcst, Ann 
.MadoniaAntHjues, 36jobs Iji., Southampton, NY 
11968. 516-283-18-8. Copper table lamp, Krltcr- 
Makc Antiques, “4 Jane Si., NYfl 10014.2i2-6t5-738o. 
lycather club chairs, Shapes Galeric. 8444 Melrose 

Ave.. Ste. B, Ixk Angeles, CA 90069. 213-653-0855. 
Carpet, Patterson, Flynn, Martin 6c Manges, 212-688- 
7700. Kravet, 800-645-906S. Maury Shor. Inc.. 1056 
Washington Ave., Bronx. NY 10456. 718-993 0200- 
Range, Wolf Range Cxi.. 800-366-9653. Sink fittings, 
(^cago Faucets, 800-323-5060.
THROUGH A GLASS LIGHTLY PAGES 12B-I3T 
Interior design. Federico de \fera, 334 Gou|^ .St.; 384 
Hayes St., .San Francitcn,<lA 94102. 415-558-8865; 415- 
861-8480. Architect, Stanley Saitowitz Office, 1022 
Natoma, #3. San Irancisco. CA94103. 415-626-8970. 
(^ontroctiir, ()lher6c Co.. 1300 & 51st St.. Richmond. 
CA 94804.510-412-9090. Upholstery. I lyc Quality 
USA, 510-843-2596 Fabrics from Joseph Noble at 
Sloan & Miya.sato,8oo--83-!398. lumiiure desigix-d by 
de S’era maile by Paul Smith VCbrkshi^ throujji de 
\era. page 129, Range and hood, ( k-rK ral Flecinc. 
800-626-Z000. page 130, Tromp IVwil.Jim VCells 
thruuj^dc V’era. page 132, Red chair, lamn Co.. Inc.. 
190 Townsend St., San Irancisco, C-A 94107 315-54 3 
5466. page 135, Beil linens. Sue EThcf King, 3067 
Sacramento St.. San Francisco, CA 94115. 4i3-»j22--2”6. 
page 137, UathnMim fixtures, Kohler, 8oo-4-kiHllJ;K. 
WHITE TIC AND TAILS PACES 138 I4S 
Interior design, ParishHadley Assoviates Inc., 305 E. 
63rd St.. NYC I002I. 212-8S8--9“9. Richard Rosen 
IncerHir Design, 61 F llth St., XY(' 1O003. 212 260- 
0670. pages 144-145. Sam Kasten 1 landweavcr. PO 
Box 950 Sttx kbrk^f, MA 01262. 413-298-5502. Desk, 
John Hobbs. 44-171-730-8369, Chests, (hancimino.

— moiivi ei) lY yoycE »avtist*
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I law aii
(continueJ from page i^8) stirrings at the edges 
of the days.

Some gardens, of course, are commu
nal activities, but much gardening is 
quiet work, and done alone. My wife, 
Paula, and I work in ourgarden together. 
Part of the time on the same thing, 
much of the time on our own. Some of 
the things growing here now were 
already in the ground before we met, but 
it was only after it was clear that Paula 
wanted to live here, too, that what is 
around us began to be not simply an 
assembly of plants laboriously set into 
soil but a garden. She was born in 
Argentina, grew up in the tropics, and 
had always wanted a garden. She had not 
been here for more than a day or two 
before she was out on the slope, dragging 
long grass from around young plantings 
and helping to clear space for others.

Different parts of the garden have 
different forms. There is the food gar
den, a number of raised beds and a curv
ing screen of banana trees. But I am 
afraid that gets less than its share of 
attention regularly as a result of the 
allurements of growing other things. 
Above all, palms. The inaugural ambi
tion to proliferate native species has 
endowed us with several kinds of native 
hibiscus, Hawaiian artemisia, various 
indigenous trees, but it has come to 
focus on Hawaiian piilms, some of them 
highly endangered (one, in its native 
place, on the island of Moloka'i, is 
reduced to a single tree). Several species 
of 1 lawaiian palms now exist in the gar
den, and growing them from seed led to 
a fascinationwith palms from elsewhere, 
and with cycads and other flora of the 
world’s increasingly menaced tropics, 
and an attempt to make a situation 
where they might be able to live as 
though they belonged together.

A visitor to a garden sees the suc
cesses, usually. 'I'hc gardener remem
bers mistakes and losses, and imagines 
the garden in a year, and in an unimag
inable future. The days go by too fast, 
and we wish for rain and the sound of 
water among the rocks. tfc-?

Guy Chaddock&Co
COUNTl^'FR&4CH A^O ENGLISH ANDQUE RJRNTURE REPROOUCTIONS

BfOChure to the pubJic.Catalog to the tTode,Tel 805 395 5960 fax:805 395.5970

W. S. Merwin uvn the Pu/itzer Prize for IWtry in 
i^jo. His most recent book. The Vixen (Ktiopf), wjs 
published last year. 2201 E. wunaage Lone. Bokersneio. CA 93307
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another thing. • •
What s in the Wind?

Boccie. Stake Follow the lead of 
our four-legged friends. 

Lie on the ground 
and SnifFthe earth 

coming back to life.

your backyard court now.

Garden statuary can
live indoors, too.

Rest a Stone lion
next to your bed; Use that old silver 

toast rack to hold 
all the postcards from

vacations
you’re not on.

park a cast-iron dog
in the front hall;

perch a marble griffin
by your tub.

Put on the dog.
Every month has its ides.

Beware the ides of 
March? Not us. We say,

celebrate!
Spring is on the way.

If you can’t wait, 
paint your dining room 

jonquil yellow.
It’s sunny but neutral, 
so everything looks 

good with it.


